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Abstract 
We present a general semantic universe of call-by-value computation based on elements of 
game semantics, and validate its appropriateness as a semantic universe by the full abstraction 
result for call-by-value PCF, a generic typed programming language with call-by-value evalua- 
tion. The key idea is to consider the distinction between call-by-name and call-by-value as that 
of the structure of information flow, which determines the basic form of games. In this way 
the call-by-name computation nd call-by-value computation arise as two independent instances 
of sequential functional computation with distinct algebraic structures. We elucidate the type 
structures of the universe following the standard categorical framework developed in the con- 
text of domain theory. Mutual relationship between the presented category of games and the 
corresponding call-by-name universe is also clarified. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved. 
1. Introduction 
The call-by-value is a mode of calling procedures widely used in imperative and 
functional programming languages, e.g. [1,40,48], in which one evaluates arguments 
before applying them to a concerned procedure. The semantics of higher-order compu- 
tation based on call-by-value valuation has been widely studied by many researchers 
in the context of domain theory, cf. [47, 48, 32, 42, 19, 53, 16, 17], through which it has 
become clear that the semantic framework needed to capture call-by-value computation 
has a basic difference from the one for call-by-name computation (see [23, 55] for basic 
introduction to the topic). The difference between the semantics of call-by-value and 
that of call-by-name in this context may roughly be captured as the difference in the 
classes of involved functions: in call-by-name, we take any continuous function be- 
tween pointed cpos, while, in call-by-value, one takes trict continuous functions. The 
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latter is also equivalently presentable as partial continuous functions between (possibly 
bottomless) cpos. This distinction leads to a basic algebraic difference of the induced 
categorical universe compared to the call-by-name universe, as has been studied in 
[16, 19]. 
The present paper offers a semantic analysis of call-by-value computation from a dif- 
ferent angle, based on elements of game semantics. In game semantics, computation is
modelled as specific classes of interacting processes (called strategies), which, together 
with a suitable notion of composition, form a categorical universe with appropriate type 
structures. One may compare this approach to Bfhm trees [8] or to sequential algo- 
rithms [9] (cf. [30]), in both of which computation is modelled not by set-theoretic 
functions of a certain kind but by objects with internal structures which reflect com- 
putational behaviour of the concerned class of computation. Game semantics has its 
origin in Logics [15, 10] and has been used for the semantics analysis of programming 
languages, especially for characterising the notion of sequentiality [12,45,4,28,43]; 
cf. [44]. By concentrating on specific forms of interaction which should obey a few 
basic constraints, the approach makes it possible to extract desired classes of inter- 
acting processes at the high-level of abstraction, offering suitable semantic universes 
for varied calculi and programming languages including those with imperative features, 
cf. [2, 4-6, 29, 33]. The forms of interaction in these universes are however inherently 
call-by-name: it has not been clear how the call-by-value computation can be captured 
in the setting of game semantics, in spite of its equally significant status as a mode of 
computation. 
In the present work it will be shown that a general semantic universe of the call- 
by-value higher-order computation can indeed be simply constructed, employing basic 
elements of the foregoing game s mantics, but with a key difference in the structures 
of interaction. More specifically, we find that the distinction between call-by-name and 
call-by-value in game semantics arises as the one in the form of the flow of information. 
Let us illustrate this point by simple examples. Fig. 1 (a) depicts how a function which 
doubles a given natural number is modelled in the foregoing game s mantics ("O" for 
Opponent, "P" for Player, "A" for Answer, and "Q" for Question). Computation starts 
when Opponent asks a question on the right, requesting an answer: then Player (the 
function) asks what the argument is on the left, from which the number is received, 
and finally it returns to the fight to answer the initial question by the double of the 
received number. In Fig. l(b), the same function is modelled in the call-by-value game. 
This time the flow starts at the left component, which already carries a value: then 
the function just returns the answer on the right. One may notice that this means the 
interaction should start from an answer, which might be regarded as an anomaly in 
the preceding convention in game semantics. However, it turns out that this parameter 
of games - whether one initiates a game by answers or by questions - is orthogonal 
to other basic elements of the game semantics, leading to a simple construction of a 
categorical universe in which representative functional calculi based on call-by-value 
evaluation can be faithfully interpreted. The independence of the parameter suggests 
we may obtain a suitable universe to model, say, imperative call-by-value computation 
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Fig. 1. 
nat ~ nat 
-"-"'OA(n) 
"~PA(2n) 
(b) 
by simply altering other parameters, cf. [6]. We also note that the possibility to model 
"data-driven computation" in contrast to "demand-driven computation" in games is 
discussed in an early paper on game semantics by Abramsky and Jagadeesan [3]. 
The main technical contribution of the present work is the validation of the semantic 
exactness with which the induced universe captures the call-by-value sequential higher- 
order computation through the full abstraction result for the call-by-value version of 
PCF [48, 53], a paradigmatic functional calculus. The interpretation is done first in 
the "intensional" category of games and strategies, in which all compact elements of 
homsets with appropriate types are definable by the language, then it is transferred to 
its extensional quotient where we obtain the fully abstract model, as has been done in 
other game-based semantics [4, 28]. The result seems the first one of the kind in this 
context I and is easily extendible to other languages, as we shall indicate in Section 7. 
We also clarify the relationship between the present universe of games and the corre- 
sponding call-by-name universe by showing that they are faithfully embeddable to each 
other. These results indicate, together with the preceding results on call-by-name PCF 
[4, 28], that the two basic notions of calling procedures in higher-order computation 
are representable in the game-based semantic framework in an exact way, and that 
they arise as two independent, though mutually related, semantic universes with equal 
status (which parallels the findings in the domain theoretic universes, cf. [16]). It is 
also notable that, as we clarify later, the universe of games for call-by-value computa- 
tion assumes basic type structures which have arisen through the categorical nalysis of 
domain-theoretic universes for call-by-value, or partial, computation, cf. [49, 41,42, 17], 
though with a strong intensional f avour. In particular, each of the intensional category 
and its extensional quotient is isomorphic to the Kleisli category of a strong monad 
on the respective subcategory of total maps, from which such notions as pairing and 
exponentiation arise (which reminds us of pCPO, the category of possibly bottomless 
cpos and partial continuous functions). These suggest that an abstract notion of "call- 
by-value computation" may be delineated apart from the standard omain theoretic 
constructions, cf. [19, 16]. 
The structure of games we shall use is a conservative extension of the constructions 
by Hyland and Ong in [28]. When restricted to the class of types they used, our 
1 There is an independent and concurrent similar result by Riecke and Sandholm [52] which however does 
not use game semantics. See Section 7 for discussions. 
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construction is essentially equivalent to games in [28]. In particular, their category of 
games arises as a full subcategory of the call-by-name counterpart of our universe of 
games, as discussed in Section 6. Having call-by-value as well as call-by-name l ads to 
a general but simple framework of games and strategies from which both call-by-value 
and call-by-name universes arise by simply restricting concerned classes of types. We 
hope that these and related constructions would offer a useful tool for further study in 
this area. 
This paper is a full version of the technical summary in [26]. It is based on an 
earlier full version [27], but substantially revises it in presentation. Full proofs as well 
as extended iscussions are provided. In the rest of the paper, Section 2 introduces 
the basic notion of games and strategies. Section 3 studies the algebraic structures of 
the category of games. Section 4 briefly outlines the basic results on its extensional 
quotient. Section 5 gives interpretation of call-by-value PCF in these two universes, 
establishing the inequational full abstraction. Section 6 discusses the mutual embeddings 
between the call-by-name and the call-by-value universes. Section 7 gives discussions 
and points out future issues. To make the main sections easier to read, many proofs are 
relegated to the appendices. They in particular include the proofs of the basic properties 
of the operational structures of call-by-value Hyland--Ong ames. The appendices also 
include a brief introduction to the ~-calculus representation f call-by-value strategies. 
2. Games and strategies 
Hyland and Ong [29] introduced a notion of arenas and innocent strategies for 
their full abstraction result for PCF. Strategies are a class of interacting processes 
representing the interactive aspects of programs' behaviours, while arenas give a basic 
notion of types for these processes. In [29], these notions are used to represent the 
interactive behaviour of call-by-name sequential higher-order functions. Here we give 
the corresponding notions for representing call-by-value computation. For readability, 
most of the proofs in this section are given in Appendix A. 
We start with a generalisation f the original notion of arenas, which is then restricted 
to arenas for call-by-value. The construction is related to the notion of sorting of the 
n-calculus, as discussed in Remark 2.3 later. The following presentation, including 
that of Defintion 2.5, is due to Marcelo Fiore. By a forest we mean a directed graph 
(X, H)  (S is the set of nodes, H is the relation on 27 representing directed edges) 
in which every connected component is a tree. A root of a forest is the root of some 
tree in the forest. 
2.1. Definition. (i) (Prearenas) A prearena is a forest (E, H)  whose nodes are called 
sorts, ranged over by x, y ..... together with e labelling functions ll :E ~ {O, P} and 
lz:E--* {Q,A}, which satisfies, whenever x ~--~x ~(which we read "x justifies x~"): 
(1) If ll (x) = O then Ii (x') = P, while if lj (x) = P then Ii (x ~) ---- O ("Opponent justifies 
Player, Player justifies Opponent"), and (2) If 12(x)= A then 12(x ~) = Q ("Question may 
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justify both Answer and Question, but Answer may justify only Question"). A,B, C,... 
range over prearenas. A sort in a prearena is initial if it is a root of the underlying 
forest, init(A) denotes the set of initial sorts in A. 
(ii) (Arenas) A cbv-arena, or often simply an arena, is a prearena such that, for 
each x E init(A), we have l l (x )=P and 12(x)=A. 
(iii) (Operations on prearenas) Let A and B be prearenas. A denotes the prearena 
which is the same as A except the O-P labelling is dualised, i.e. l l (x )=O (resp. 
l l (x )=P)  in A iff l l (x )=P (resp l l (x )=O)  in A. A ~B denotes the prearena whose 
sorts are given by the disjoint union of those of A and B, and whose edges and 
labelling functions are inherited from A and B. This extends to the arbitrary disjoint 
union, written e.g. as ~iAi . 
2.2. Conventions. Fix some prearena. If its sort x is labelled by Q (resp. A), then 
x is a question (resp. an answer). Similarly, if x is labelled by O (resp. P), then x 
is by Opponent (resp. by Player). We may combine these designations by saying 
x is a Player question, a Player answer, an Opponent question, or an Opponent 
answer, which are often abbreviated as P-question, P-answer, O-question, or O-answer. 
Correspondingly, we often use the combined labels, PQ, PA, OQ, and OA. An answer 
which is initial is sometimes called a signal. 
2.3. Remark. (i) Notice prearenas in general allow their initial sorts to be answers 
as well as to be questions (cf. Introduction). An inevitable consequence of this is to 
have a justification structure in which answers justify questions. It is notable that the 
same notion arises from the necessity of having sum types in call-by-name games, as 
discussed by McCusker in [33]. 
(ii) In the terminology of the ~-calculus, a prearena corresponds to a specific kind of 
sorting [38], in particular to the input/output sorting studied by Pierce and Sangiorgi 
[46]. More concretely, a sort in a prearena labelled by O, standing for Opponent, 
corresponds to a sort (in the sense of the n-calculus) with the input-only capability, 
while a sort labelled by P, standing for Player, corresponds to the output-only capability. 
This is why we used the term "sorting" in [26] for what is now called a prearena. 
The present erminology may however be better to emphasise a specific notion (and 
form) of sorting which Hyland-Ong games employ; accordingly we now call arenas 
for "types" in [26]. We observe that the difference between call-by-name and call-by- 
value in interactive behaviours, hence in sorting, is originally discussed in [37], which 
is indeed the starting point of the present work. We also note that, from the viewpoint 
of a sorting of the g-calculus, we may as well have graphs instead of forests (as we 
did in the conference version of the present paper [26]), though this does not affect he 
resulting operational, and, as a consequence, categorical, structure. We here preferred 
forests for the sake of the simplicity of the presentation. 
(iii) The conference version also used a more general presentation of prearenas in 
which each sort is a set, instead of a structureless element. This means there are several 
kinds of actions in one sort, which is useful to concisely present he notion of value 
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passing of ground values. In particular, we can interpret PCFv only using arenas which 
are trees, even though the resulting categories are equivalent. Here we regard sorts as 
structureless elements, again for the simplicity of presentation. 
2.4. Example. (i) 0 is the empty prearena, which is an arena by definition. 1 is a 
prearena with a (distinguished) unique PA-labelled sort, which is again an arena, nat 
is made as 1 using to, the set of natural numbers, as sorts. Similarly bool is made by 
using {true, false} instead. In this way any set induces an arena, called a 9round arena. 
(ii) ~ is the prearena with the same sort as nat which is however labelled by OA. 
nat t~ nat is the prearena with two copies of ~o, one labelled by OA and the other 
labelled by PA. 
(iii) We define nat--~ nat as an arena whose sorts are the disjoint union of (1) a 
distinguished sort • labelled PA, (2) to, each labelled OQ and justified by . ,  and (3) 
to × to, each labelled PA, where each (i, j )  c to x to is justified by i E to. 
A sequence of elements of some set X can be considered as a partial function from 
o9 to X defined for a finite initial segment of 09 and undefined for the rest. We call 
this associated initial segment, indices of the sequence. As an example, the sequence 
abc has {0, 1,2} as its indices, e. denotes the empty sequence. The following notion 
represents, essentially speaking, a history of interactions between two processes, one 
called Player and another called Opponent. 
2.5. Definition (Action sequence). Let A and B be arenas. An action sequence f rom 
A to B is a sequence of sorts in A U B, say xoXl...X,-i (n~>0), together with the 
justification relation c-~ on its indices (saying "i justifies j "  when i ~ j ) ,  satisfying: 
( 1 ) I f  i c--~j, then both i ~< j and xi ~--~xk, (2) (i c-~ k A j  c-~ k) =:~ i = j  ("each action has 
a unique justifier if any"), (3) x0 is initial in the A-component of AUB. Other than that, 
there is at most one unjustified j # 0 and then x/ is initial in the B component, (4) 
( i c -~ jA ic -~kAx j ,  k is an Answer )=>j=k ("a question is answered at most once"), 
and (5) if xi- l  is by Opponent (resp. Player) then xi is by Player (resp. Opponent) for 
1 ~< i ~< n ("Opponent and Player strictly alternate"), s, s ~ . . . .  range over action sequences. 
s A ~ B denotes s is from A to B. 
2.6. Notation. (i) We write s for the sequence underlying s, c~s or often simply c-~ for 
the associated justification relation, and Is] for the length of s. For s n~B,  s IA (resp. 
s I B) denotes the projection of the underlying sequence onto the first (resp. second) 
component, together with c-~ inherited from s (which may not be an action sequence). 
def 
We often simply write e.g. s = xo..xn-1, leaving the associated c-~ implicit. In spite of 
this, prefix and equality are considered by incorporating the justification relation. 
(ii) An index of an action sequence is often called an action. An action (say i) may 
be denoted by the associated element in the sequence (say xi) if no confusion arises. 
An action i in an action sequence xo..xn-i is by Opponent, by Player, an O-question, 
an O-answer, a P-question, a P-answer, if xi is such. I f  an action is by Opponent 
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(resp. by Player), we often say it is an O-action (resp. P-action). An action in an 
action sequence is free if it is not justified. An action i in sA~Bdefxo..Xn_I is from 
A (resp. from B) if xi is from the first (resp. second) component of the sum A ~ B, 
sometimes written ~ (resp. x/B). 
Action sequences are further constrained by two conditions below. The first con- 
dition, bracketing, specifies the proper nesting of call-return sequences in functional 
computation. The second condition, visibility, says that an action can only be done 
with respect to its context called its "view", which is a specific subsequence of the 
preceding action sequence. 
2.7. Definition. (i) (Bracketing condition) Say an action j answers another action i 
if i c~ j and j is an answer. Then an action sequence is well-bracketed when a later 
asked question is always answered first, that is, given an action sequence xo..xn-1, if i 
is answered by j and i ~ k ~ j with xk being a question, then k should be answered 
by l such that 1 ~ j. 
def and visibility) Let s = xo..x,-i be an action sequence. Define PV(s) as 
PV(E) = O, 
PV(sxi) =-{i} if X i is a free O-action, 
PV(soxislxj)= PV(so) U {i,j} when i c-~j and xj is an O-action, and 
PV(soxi) = PV(so) U {i } if xi is a P-action, 
(ii) ( Views 
(pv0): 
(pvl): 
(pv2): 
(pv3): 
and Or(s)  as 
(ovO): 
(ovl): 
(ov2): 
(ov3): 
ov(~)  = O, 
OV(sxi)= {0, i} when X i is a free P-action, 
OV(soxislxj) = OV(s0)U {i,j} when i c-~j and xj is a P-action, and 
OV(soxi) = OV(s0) U {i } if xi is an O-action. 
Then s satisfies the visibility condition when, for each prefix s~xi of s, either i is 
free or, if not, j c-~ i and j E PV(s ~) (resp. j E OV(s~)) if i is a P-action (resp. 
an O-action). In such a case we say each action in s is visible from its view. Un- 
der the same s and assuming PV(s)={io, il ..... im-l} (resp. OV(s)={io, il ..... /m- l} )  
with ik ~ ik+l for each k, we set rsl (resp. Lxs3) as the sequence xio.-rim , to- 
gether with the relation c-~ on the index given by: k ~ 1 iff ik c-~ i/ in s. rsl (resp. 
Lxs3) is called the P-view (resp. O-view) of s while r.1 and u'J are called the view 
functions. 
(iii) (Legal position) An action sequence is legal when it is well-bracketed and 
satisfies the visibility condition. A legal action sequence is sometimes called a legal 
position. 
Clearly a prefix of a legal action sequence is again legal. We can also show that 
the P-view and the O-view of a legal action sequence are legal (see Appendix A.2). 
We shall often call a legal action sequence which is its own P-view (resp. O-view), 
a P-view (resp. an O-view). Another notable property of the legal action sequences 
follows, which will be frequently used from now on. 
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2.8. Proposition (Switching condition). I j ' xO . .X iX i+ l . .Xn_  1 is an action sequence from 
A to B, i f  one ofxi  or xi+l is from A and another is from B, then xi+l is necessarily 
a P-action. 
Proof. See Appendix A.3. 
The main definition of this section follows. [] 
2.9. Definition and Proposition (Strategy). Let A and B be arenas. An innocent strat- 
egy from A to B, or simply a strategy from A to B, is a prefix-closed set cr of legal 
action sequences from A to B such that: 
(Determinacy) For s ending with an O-action, sx, sy E a implies sx=sy.  
(Contingency completeness) I f   E a is empty or it ends with a P-action, and if  
S t defsx is legal, then s' E a. 
(Innocence) I f  six, s2 E a, x is a P-action, and rslq=rs21, then rszy3 E a such 
that rslxl = rs2y3 (so in particular x = y). 
a, z,... range over strategies. We write a : A ~ B when a is a strategy from A to B. 
Given two strategies a, r : A--+ B, we write o E r when a C r. For a strategy a, the 
innocent function of a, denoted f~, is the partial function over the set of P-views 
from A to B such that f~(s)-=s' iff s, s' E a, s is of  odd-length, and s is a prefix of 
s' such that Isl = I s ' l -  1. Then we have: 
(i) a r- r if and only if  f~ c f t .  
(ii) For each A and B, the set of innocent strategies from A to B ordered by f- is 
an algebraic cpo, indeed a dI-domain. 
The proof of the clauses (i) and (ii) is just as in Hyland and Ong [28], using (i) 
to establish (ii). For completeness we list the proof in Appendix A.10. We note that 
we could have first formulated the arena A--~ B and then defined strategies based on 
such arenas, as is done for the case of CBN games [28]. However in the CBV games, 
the arena A---~B (which we shall define in Definition 3.6) adds an additional move 
to what we originally have in A and B, and, as a result, the composition of strategies 
becomes less straightforward. For more discussions, see our discussions after Definition 
3.6. Simple examples of strategies follow. 
2.10. Example. (i) (Undefined) For any arenas A and B, there is a strategy from A to 
B whose innocent fimction is totally undefined so that it is least w.r.t, the ordering E. 
We write this strategy lAmB. 
(ii) (Ground value) Let A be a ground arena. Then the set of strategies from 1 to A 
which is not 3_ is in bijection to the set of nodes in A, responding to the unique initial 
O-signal at 1 by selecting a specific node of S A, and no more action is possible. 
(iii) (First-order function) The set of strategies from nat to nat precisely correspond 
to the set of partial functions from co to co, because for each initial O-action n E co, 
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tr:nat---~ nat either does not react or returns some natural number, and there is no 
further action. 
(iv) (Higher-order function) A strategy tr from nat--~nat o nat, corresponding 
to the behaviour of an open call-by-value PCF-term, x:l--~ t~> suce(x3): l, has the 
following behaviour: after receiving a signal at nat--'~nat, which gives a function to ~r, 
it asks the result of applying 3 to that function, and, on receiving the answer, returns 
its successor to the co-domain. 
(v) (Identity strateyy) Let A be an arbitrary arena. Then the identity on A, denoted 
idA, is a strategy from A to A (where we write A 1 and A r to denote the first and the 
second components of the prearena A +~A), defined inductively as follows: (1) e E idA, 
(2) if s E ida is of even-length, then for each sx which is legal we have sx E ida 
and (3) if sx E ida is of odd-length and s IA  l=s IA  r, then sxy E ida such that 
sxy IA 1 --sxy IA r (notice, thus, x and y are the same values projected ifferently). We 
can check inductively that s E ida with s of even-length implies s IA I --s rAr (so this 
condition in (3) is redundant). This means idA reacts to any O-action by copying it to 
another component, including the justification. Such a behaviour is often called copy- 
cat. Clearly the behaviour is contingently complete and deterministic. For innocence, 
notice (3) immediately implies Player acts with the same action (i.e. the dual of the 
last action) for the same P-view; but the justification to that action is the O-action 
immediately preceding the P-action which justifies the last O-action, so the relative 
position of that action in the view is always the same, as required. As we shall show 
soon, ida does function as identity. 
Strategies denote a certain kind of deterministic processes, and are, as such, precisely 
representable as (name passing) synchronisation trees, see Appendix B. The presen- 
tation is often useful for describing, and reasoning about, strategies: indeed the full 
abstraction result was originally obtained in this setting [25]. The following inductive 
definition of composition of strategies, given after a lemma, is suggested by such pre- 
sentation, which coincides with, on the one hand, various presentations of composition 
of strategies in Hyland-Ong games, and, on the other hand, the standard expansion 
law on name passing processes [35, 39]. 
2.11. Lemma (Zipper lemma). Legal action sequences ~11 48  and s~ ~ c are com- 
posable, written sl ~ s2, when sl r B=s2 I B. Suppose Sl and s2 are composable. 
Then either (1) sl rB=s2 =e, (2) both end with actions from B, or (3) sl (resp. s2) 
ends with an action from A (resp. from C) and s2 (resp. sl) ends with an action 
from B. 
Proof. See Appendix A.11. [] 
2.12. Definition (Composition). Given tr :A-~B and z :B-+ C, define a; z, the com- 
position of tr and z (in this order), as 
def 
0";~" = {S1;S 2 [Sl E O', S 2 E"C, S 1 -~S2} 
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where we define ~-~ B; s2 ~ ~ c for legal sl and S 2 such that sl x s2 as an action sequence 
def whose underlying sequence is given inductively: (1) e;e = e, (2) SlXB;S2yBdefsl;s2, 
def ,~ x def 
(3) sla-~; s2 = is1; s2)" x A and sl; szx c = (sl ; s2). x c, and whose justification relation is 
such that it satisfies (sl;s2) IA =s~ IA and (sl;s2) I C=s2 I C. 
Remark. Two clauses of (3) above are not ambiguous by Lemma 2.11. That the re- 
sulting sequence is an action sequence (in particular it is strictly alternating) is because 
of the switching condition. 
2.13. Example (Identity). As an example, we consider the composition of  ida and 
a:A--~B, where idA is the identity strategy given in Example 2.10 (v), and show 
that the result indeed coincides with a. We first note that, for each legal sequence s2 
from A to B, there is a unique even-length sl E ida such that Sl IA  r ~--$2 IA  (therefore 
Sl rA l =s2 IA too), which is easy by induction on Isl. So suppose s2 E a and take 
such Sl C idA. We show Sl;S2 =s2 by induction on the length of  s2. In the base case, 
we have s2 = e, so just take sl = e, so that sl;s2 --e = s2, as required. For induction, 
assume sz = s~2 x. By the induction hypothesis there is an even-length s~ E ida such that 
sl ,s  21.  I =s2.1 Below we write ~ for the move which interacts with x (when projected, 
they are the same sort), to help in the understanding. 
def t  (x is f rom B) Then simply take sl = s I , from which we get: sl; s2 def s~; s'2x = (Stl; s~). 
x = s~. x. Since the justification on the B-component does not change, the result coin- 
cides with s2. 
def t_A r A1 S~A r i m (x is a P-action f rom A)  Then take sl = six x C ida such that IA r = s2 
def t_A r AI St2xA (Stl~Ar St2xA) (this decides Sl uniquely). We now calculate: Sl;S2 =six  x = • 
x "41 =(s~;s~) .x  A =s~2 .x. (notice only an action from A r in ida and that from A in a 
interact). The justification to the last x is as in sl, that is as in s2, as required. 
(x is a O-action f rom A)  We take Sl defs~xAly~r E ida such that s~x Al I A l = $2 I A. 
Then by a similar calculation (which we omit), we know sl;sz = s2, as required. 
Thus we know idA;aDa. For another direction, we simply note that, if sl c ida 
is composable with s2 C a, then such Sl is either the ven-length sequence we used 
above or its prefix, so that all resulting sequences are generated by the induction above 
(due to the prefix-closure, cf. Proposition 2.14(i) below), concluding the proof. 
2.14. Proposition. (i) Given a : A --+ B and r : B ---, C, a; z is an &nocent strategy f rom 
A toC.  
(ii) ; is associative and is with the left-right identity for  each A. 
(iii) ; is bi-continuous with respect to the ordering 7-. 
Proof. See Appendix A.14. [] 
We now have a category. 
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2.15. Definition and Proposition. The category cgM~ is given by the following data: 
• Objects: cbv-arenas. 
• Arrows: strategies, composed by; and ordered by E. 
Then ~ is enriched over CPO, the category of possibly bottomless cpos and 
continuous functions. Moreover with respect to the induced ordering, each omset 
owns a least element ± with respect to which the composition is left strict, that is, 
for each ± : C --* A and a : A ---* B, we have ±;cr=±.  Finally 0 is initial and weakly 
terminal in ~ .  
Proof. By the structure of CPO, enrichment means the order in each homset gives a 
cpo and composition is continuous, both of which we already know from 
Proposition 2.14. For strictness, notice s E Z :C~A i f fs I C C {e}U{x Ix is an initial 
O-signal o fC  } and s IA=~,  hence s E ±;aec ,  s E ±. 0 is initial since if z :O~A 
then ~ cannot contain any initial O-signal, which means we can determine z = {e}. 
0 is weakly terminal, i.e. for each A there is an arrow from A to 0, because at least 
Z :A  ~ 0 exists (note this means any object is weakly terminal). [] 
We study this universe in detail in the next section. 
3. Intensional universe 
Type structures of a semantic universe offer the basic articulation of its algebraic 
properties needed, for example, for interpreting various programming languages in it. 
This section clarifies the basic type structure of ~ in the light of the distinction 
between total and partial maps. We first introduce the notion of totality, cf. [20]. 
3.1. Definition. tr is total when z; a = _L implies z = ±. We write a ~. when tr is 
total. 
Immediately identities are total, if a and z are total then so is a; r, if tr is not 
total then tr; r is not total. From the first and the last we also deduce isomorphisms 
are total. Also if trl is total and al E a2, then a2 is total [using the monotonicity of 
composition, we have z; a2 - -± :=> z; trl -- A_ =:~ z ---- ±]. There are a couple of different 
characterisations of total maps. 
3.2. Proposition. The following four statements are equivalent. 
(i) (def) a:A--~ B is total. 
(ii) (elm) Vr : 1 ~A.  (r ~ ± =~ r; ~r ~ ±). 
(iii) (wpb) The square (O~A -L B, O--+O~B) is a weak pullback. 
(iv) (beh) a immediately emits a P-signal for each initial O-signal. 
Remark. Among these characterisations, (elm) relates Definition 3.1 to the standard 
notion of totality, noticing that the set of total maps from 1 to A gives a possibly 
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bottomless cpo for each A, which may be regarded as "elements" of  A (note also 
the only non-total map from 1 to A is the bottom map). (wph) is categorically most 
natural. (beh) is the basic behavioural characterisation. Notice how the same notion 
arises equivalently in set-theoretic, arrow-theoretic and behavioural forms. 
To prove Proposition 3.2 we need the following notion. 
3.3. Definition and Lemma (Insensitive arrows). Say an arrow z: C --+ A is insensitive 2 
.ft 
i f  it factors through 0, i.e. z : C --~ 0 --~ A fo r  some z t. Then z : C --~ A is insensitive iff 
we have z; tr = z for  any ~r : A -~ A. Alternatively, r : C --~ A is insensitive i l l  fo r  each 
s C z we have s I A =e. 
Proof. Write in for the unique arrow from 0 to A, then we can set z = z'; iA for an 
insensitive r. For the first statement, the "if" direction is direct from the definition. 
For the "only if" direction, we calculate: z; a defr ' ;  iA; cr = zl; iA = Z, as required. For 
the second characterisation, the "if" direction is, by composing r with say ZA ~n,  we 
have z;-I-A--,A ---- r SO Z factors through 0. For the "only if" direction, suppose z is 
insensitive, then r = z~; ic, which means s C r is written s -- sl ;e for some sl C z I, 
but then s r C = e r C = e, as required. 
Notice, at the behavioural level, insensitivity means the strategy does nothing at the 
co-domain. A typical example of  insensitive arrows is _/_. We now prove 
Proposition 3.2. 
Proof  of Proposition 3.2. We prove the following chain of  implications: 
(de f )~(e lm)~(beh)~(wpb)~(def  ) 
which establish their equivalence. 
(def)=~(elm): Immediate. 
(elm)=~(beh): Suppose (elm) holds for tr, and take r ~ _1_ : 1 --~ A which immediately 
returns a signal at d after the unique signal at 1 and is undefined thereafter. In that 
case if z; a ~ ± : 1 ~ B then a itself should immediately return a signal at any initial 
signal at A, thus the behavioural characterisation holds. 
(beh)~(wpb): Suppose tr satisfies (beh). First clearly (0 ~ A ~ B, 0 ~ 0 --~ B) com- 
T t 
mutes because 0 is initial in cgM~U. Suppose (C -L A -~ B, C ~ 0~B)  com- 
mutes. We first show that the existence of a weak universal arrow is equivalent 
to z being insensitive. Indeed, if z is insensitive, then we know, by Lemma 3.3, 
Z=Z;~;LB~A=z ' ; i s ;±B-~A=z ' ; iA ,  which shows that we can take z ~ as a weak 
universal arrow. The other direction is by definition. Thus we are only to show z is 
insensitive. But if z is not insensitive, it gives, at some point, a P-signal at A, to 
2 We could not find a standard terminology for such an arrow so far. 
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which tr immediately reacts to B, which implies r; tr is not insensitive, so z should be 
insensitive, hence done. 
(wpb)=~(def): Suppose (wpb) holds. Suppose z; a = ±c--.8 for z: C -~A. Then r is 
insensitive by (wpb), but then we can apply an arrow of type B---~A, say ±B~A, to 
get z = z;a;±B~,~ = ±C~B;±8~A = ZC--,.4, SO a should be total, as required. [] 
Other than identities and isomorphisms, the following gives basic examples of total 
maps. 
3.4. Example. (i) The unique arrow from 0 to any type is total, by definition. Just as 
the unique function from the empty set is, by definition, total. Just as well, there is no 
total map to 0 except from itself. 
(ii) There is a unique total map denoted t4: A ~ 1 for each A, given as that which 
reacts to the initial action (if any) by the unique P-answer at 1. By switching condition 
(cf. Proposition 2.8), no more action is possible. 
(iii) A strategy a:nat--* nat is total if and only if the underlying number-theoretic 
function is total. Similarly for any ground arenas. 
3.5. Definition. cg~/rz denotes the category of arenas and total strategies, which again 
CPO-enriches. 
The relationship between total maps and usual (often called partial) maps is clarified 
by the notion of lifting. Write A± for the arena given by adding two sorts to A, one 
initial which justifies the other one, the latter justifying all x E init(A), the rest as in A 
(see Fig. 2). 
Then we can see the set of total arrows from 1 to A± is in bijection to the set of 
partial arrows from 1 to A, indeed they are order-isomorphic. These two are mediated 
by two copy-cat like strategies, up :A ---~A± and dn :A± --+A, with obvious behaviours 
(up reacts to an initial action at A of the domain by going through two added sorts 
of A±, does the dual action of the initial action at the top of A in the co-domain, 
then goes into the copy-cat behaviour between the non-initial actions in the domain 
and the corresponding actions in the co-domain, specified just as in Example 2.10(v) 
for identity strategies: dn then just does the dual). In a familiar way this induces the 
adjoint situation and the associated monad. We now present basic facts about cg~/Ft 
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and the monad on it, including the above mentioned bijection. We use the following 
operations on arenas. 
3.6. Definition (Operations on arenas). Below let A and B denote arenas. 
(i) A±, which is already discussed, is formally given as: first take the prearena 1 W 
it~A, then add one dge from the initial sort of 1 to that o f l ,  and one from the 
initial sort of ] to each initial sort of A. 
(ii) A ®B is an arena which is constructed thus: for each component tree Ai in A and 
Bj in B, let x and x ~ be their respective initial sorts, and A~ and B~. be the result 
of taking off these initial sorts from Ai and Bj, respectively. Take the prearena 
((x, x')} UA~UB~, and add an edge from (x, x') to each initial sort of A~ and B~.. 
Let the resulting arena be Ci j. Then A ® B def , ~/, j  C / j .  
(iii) A--~B is an arena which is constructed thus: for each maximal tree Ai in A, we 
first form Ai U B, relabel the initial sort of Ai as (Opponent) Question, then add 
an edge from it to each initial sort of B (notice this is indeed a prearena). Let 
the result be denoted by Ci. We then take 1 ~ (t~iCi), and finally add an edge 
from 1 to each initial sort of C/. The resulting arena is A--~B. 
In Fig. 3 we depict the formation ofA ®B and A---~B from A and B each of which 
is a tree, i.e. has a single initial sort. Notice, in A--~B, we first take the dual of A, 
then replace the label of the initial sort to the opponent question. The behavioural idea 
underlying the construction is: (1) Player first tells "I am here" at the initial sort, then 
(2) it receives a question from Opponent, and (3) after interaction at the A component 
(if any), it answers at the initial sort of B, possibly continuing interaction at B (and back 
to A when necessary). Notice how the construction closely corresponds to the sorting 
~ B where strategies inhabit, except we have an additional initial sort. Moreover, 
we can verify that the switching between A and B occurs only by Player except a an 
initial sort of A, the latter being always by Opponent by definition. This indicates that 
we could have defined cbv-strategies from A to B based on the arena A~B,  rather 
than based on prearenas. However, in the definition of composition using this variant 
form of strategies, we first need to take off the initial action, then we need to compose 
a question with an answer, so that there is a non-trivial manipulation of strategies 
before composition. This is because the original structure of information flow can only 
be preserved by adding an additional action to make it into a "value" (in contrast 
to the situation in call-by-name games, cf. [28]). The simplicity of composition in 
Definition 2.12 may indicate the naturalness of the present formulation, though formally 
two forms induce the isomorphic ategory. 
3.7. Proposition. (i) <gM~% has the initial object 0, and has finite products with 
® giving a binary product (which in ~ we often denote x) which induces a 
bi-functor which CPO-enriches, and 1 giving a terminal object. 
(ii) The inclusion functor F from ~/~ to ~ has the right adjoint T, with 
T(A) --- A±, the unit /A ----- Up, and the co-unit e = dn, which CPO-enriches. The 
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monad (T, qA, T(dn)) is denoted by T. Then T has a tensorial strength StA, B " A x 
TB---~T(A x B) and a co-strength (in the sense of [50]) St~A,8:TA × B--+ 
r(A × 8). 
(iii) The Kleisli category o fT  on cg~t  is isomorphic to cK~.  The representation 
of o :A- - .  B in the Kleisli category, given as up; T(a):A ~ B±, is written as o ~, while 
the inverse representation of  a total map a : A ~ B x in ~N~U, given as o; dn :A ~ B, 
is denoted by or. 
Proof. (i) We already know 0 is initial and 1 is terminal. As for products, projections 
are given as the following copy-cat: Itl :`4 ® B--~,4 acts, when receiving an initial O- 
signal, which is a tuple of an initial signal at ,4 and that at B, extracts the ,4-component 
part of that tuple and does the dual action at ,4 in the co-domain: after that it just does 
the copy-cat between A in the co-domain and ,4 in the domain. 7t2 : ,4 ® B --* B behaves 
in the symmetric way. Before describing a pairing, we note a basic fact about legal 
sequences from C--+A ® B: if s c~A®B is legal, then the projection onto A ® B has 
the property that it is always Opponent who switches between A and B components. 
See Appendix A. 16 for the proof. Notice this means that a P-view is always - except 
the P-signal at A ® B - either that from C to A or that from C to B. Now the 
(total) pairing (o,z):C---+A ® B has the following behaviour: for each signal at C, 
it reacts at the co-domain by combining the reactions by a and z to the signal at C 
(note that the totality is essential here); then, for each P-view ending with an O-action 
from A (thus essentially a P-view from C to A), it reacts as a, similarly it reacts 
as z on P-views ending with an O-action from B. The commutativity is now clear 
(see Appendix B.10(i)). For universality, by the above fact on P-views, the behaviour 
of a strategy from C to A ® B is completely determined by how it reacts to the C-A 
component and the C-B component of its past interactions. Thus the equations 6; n~ = a 
and 6; n2 = z uniquely determine 6, as required. Finally, the construction of pairing is 
clearly continuous at both variables, from which CPO-enrichment follows. 
(ii) Given a :A---,B, define T(o) :  TA--+ TB as simply that which reacts to the ini- 
tial signal of TA by going to the initial signal of TB, then reacts to the question at 
the second sort of TB by doing the answer at the second sort of TA, then behaves 
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precisely as a (notice the construction is obviously continuous w.r.t. E). We can now 
t def easily show the adjointness. For each total 0-:A---~ TB, take 0- --0";dn :A---~B, then 
by construction up; T(0" ~) = 0" (because 0" is total), while the universality holds be- 
cause, if for , :A~B such that up;T(z)  = 0", then ~ = up;T(z) ;dn = 0";dn (the 
first equation is by construction), hence done. We next consider strength. We define 
stA.a : A × TB ~ T(A x B) as a total strategy which, after the initial O-signal at A × TB, 
does two (uniquely determined) consecutive actions at T(A × B), then returns to TB 
(the right component of the domain) to act twice, and finally becomes a copy-cat be- 
tween A and B components, st] ,  8 : TA × B ~ T(A × B) is its dual. That these satisfy 
defining equations can again become evident when one uses process representation, see 
Appendix B. 10. 
(iii) This is a classical result by Kleisli, noticing F is identity on objects. We observe 
that we could have used the Kleisli triple (T, up, (.)t) for proving (ii) above. [] 
We note that c£~/Ft, hence cgM~-, also has a co-product denoted by A @ B which 
is simply A UB (the injections are simple copy-cats, and that the construction ofA ®B 
and A ® B can be easily extended to arbitrary products and co-products), though we 
do not use them. By Proposition 3.7 we obtain: 
3.8. Definition and Proposition. (i) (Partial pairing [42]) Given al :C~A and 0"2: 
C --+ B, their left pairing, ((0-1, 0"2)) t : C --~ A®B, and the right pairing, ((0"1, 0"2))r : C --~ A@ 
,, def, ,  t 0-t2);¢IA,B)~ where def.,  t 0-2~); ~ B) t and ((0"1, 0"2t2~ -- t~0"1, B are  g iven as  ((0"1, 0"2))l = ~0"1, 
CA,a = st~A~; T(stA,s; dn) and ~A,s = stA, rs; T(st~,a; dn). 
(ii) (Premonoidal tensor [50]) Given A, we define A@ and ®A by: (i) A®.B ---- A®B 
def 
and B.  ®A = B @ A, and (ii) A ® 0" = (( ~q, •2; 0")) t, and 0" ® A d&_f (( rCl; 0", ~z2)) r where 
~zi denote projections. Then A® and ®A both define functors on ~/~ which CPO- 
enrich. We then define, for  a : A --* B and v : C ~ D : (i) 0- ®z z = (0- @ C); (B @ z) 
and (ii) 0- ®r "C : (A ® "c); (0- ® D). 
(iii) (Partial exponential [32]) The functor .®A viewed as 9pin 9 f rom ~ to 
~ has the rioht adjoint A---~. : ~qMU ~ ~ ,  which CPO-enriehes. Equivalently, 
there exists an arrow ev : (A --~ B) ® A --+ B such that, for  any 0" : C ® A ~ B, there is 
a unique total arrowp2(0") : C ~A --~B satisfyin9 (p2(0-) @ id); ev = a, and p2 is a 
continuous operator on each homset. 
Proof. (ii) is from Corollary 4.2 of [50]. The CPO-enrichment comes from that of 
pairing in cgM~. For (iii), ev:(A--~ B)®A---~B first receives the initial signal at the 
domain, which is essentially at the initial sort of A, then asks, by the dual action, at A, 
then starts the copy-cat between the rest of A and the rest of A; and when Opponent 
answers at B (of the domain), then does the dual action at B of the co-domain, and starts 
another copy-cat between two B's again. Next, given 0- : C × A ---* B, p2(0-) : C ~ A --~ B 
has the following behaviour: after the initial signal at C, it answers immediately at 
A ~B by the unique Player signal. Opponent then asks, at some initial sort of A 
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(which is the only possibility by the switching condition), which now gives p2(0.) two 
data, one from C and one from A. This is precisely what 0. would have gotten when 
it receives the initial signal. Now p2(6) can act precisely as in 6, using the A at the 
co-domain instead of A in the domain (note the latter is A in the whole prearena). The 
defining equations are easily established (we list calculation using process representation 
in Appendix B. 11 ). The universality follows because a P-view from C to A ~ B whose 
second action is at the co-domain (i.e. the kind which is in a total arrow) is essentially 
that from C ® A to B, which in turn is because a legal action sequence from C to A -~ B 
switches between A and B only at a Player's turn, just as in Proposition 2.8. [] 
Note that (iii) above means the homset cg~t~(A,B) is represented in ~g~/~;(1, 
A~B) ,  i.e. all maps in cg~(1 ,A - -~B)  except I correspond to hom(A,B) order- 
isomorphically. We now give a few basic properties of partial pairings (which, from 
now on, we simply call pairings). In particular (i) shows a strongly intensional char- 
acter of cgM~. 
3.9. Proposition (Partial pairings). (i) There exist al and 17 2 such that ((al, 62))1 
((6,, 0.2)). 
(ii) Neither of  ®t or Or in cgM~lr gives a bifunctor, £e. for some "rl,2,61,2 with 
appropriate types, we have (rl; 0.1 ) ®t,r(T2; 0.2) ~ (q:l Or, r1.2); (0.1 ®t, r0.2)- 
(iii) Right~left pairings and tensors are right~left strict w.r.t. J_, respectively, and 
preserve and reflect totality (of  both variables). Right~left pairings coincide if either 
is total or when it is a diagonal, Le. if two arrows are identical, so in particular if 
both are from 1. Right~left ensors coincide iff either is total or both are bottoms 
(so again when both are from 1). We write ({61, 62)), resp. 0.1 ® 0.2, when left~right 
pairings, resp. tensors, coincide. 
(iv) {(o'1, 0.2))1; ~1 =61 when 62 is total, similarly ((0.1, 62)}r; /l:2 =0"2 when 0.1 is 
total. Also, ~; ((0.1, 62))t,r = ((r; 61, 1.; 0.2))l,r when z is total. 
(v) ((0.1, 0.2))1;'q ®'/72 = ((0.l,1.1, 62;'c2))1 if l1 is total, similarly ((61, 0.2))r;'~1 ® 
~2 = ((al;r l ,  0.2;z2))r if1.2 is total. 
(vi) 0. ®lr1.-= ((~1;6, 7~2;'~))1,r. 
(vii) ((p2(0.1), 62)}; ev = ((idc, 62)); 61 for 61 : C ® A ~ B and 62 : C ® A --+ B. 
Remark. It is useful to have an intuitive understanding of the behaviour of partial 
pairings before embarking on the proof. Take, say, ((a, z)) t : C ~ A ® B (the right pair- 
ing is just dual). After an initial signal at C, it has the same behaviour as a assuming 
the latter is given the same initial signal, until a has a P-signal at the co-domain A (if 
ever). At this point (note the next action is a P-action), the behaviour becomes that 
of z, starting just after the same initial O-signal at C (so indeed we have a P-action), 
until it has a P-signal at the co-domain B (if ever). Now we have a pair of actions, one 
from a (at A) and one from z (at B), so we can combine them to have a P-signal at 
A ® B. In the rest, the strategy behaves just as the disjoint union of the rest of respec- 
tive strategies. Thus, as was already noted by Moggi [42], ((al, a2)}t and ((al, 0"2))r 
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reflect the "order of evaluation". This shows that, while the algebraic situation of 
cgM~U as described in Proposition 3.7 is quite analogous to pCPO (for the detailed 
study of the latter and related universes ee [16]), it has a strong intensional charac- 
ter where some algebraic structures which have only been implicit in CPO come out 
explicitly. 
ProoL For (i), take, for example, a: nat--~ nat--~ nat of Example 2.10(iv), together 
with a ~ : nat --~ nat ~ nat which has the same behaviour as ~r except hat it gives, say, 
2, instead of 3, at the domain. Then obviously ({a, at))1 ~ ((a, ~))r. Then (ii) follows 
from Corollary 4.3 of [50]. For (iii) all statements are immediate from the definition. 
For example, ((l, ~r))t def ((Lt, at)); st], rs; T(stA,B; dn), in which, after each initial 
action at the domain, there is an immediate signal at TA × TA, then st],vs, after going 
through two actions in its co-domain, asks at the left-component TA of its domain, but 
then there is no further action because I t  has only the unique P-signal at TA. Notice 
in terms of the behavioural description in the above Remark, we can rephrase the 
reasoning simply as: after the initial O-signal, the behaviour of ((±, tr))l should start 
from that of ±, but ± never does anything, hence the whole arrow can do nothing. 
Similarly, the statements in (iv) are obvious, e.g. in ({al, a2))l; ~l, if a2 is total, the 
behaviour of {(al, tr2))t until it acts in the co-domain is that of al, but once it reacts 
at the co-domain, gl interacts only at the left component by copy-cat, hence the whole 
behaviour is that of al. For (v) if r1 is total I(aj, a2))l;'cl 0 z2 first behaves at the 
domain as aj, then as a2; z2, until reaching the co-domain eventually, which is the 
same as ((al;rj, a2; ~2))l. For (vi), we calculate, using (v) and the definition of tensor 
al @ la2 def (QZl; al, 7~2))l; id @ a2 = ((zcl; tr , Jz2; a2))l, as required. (vii) is derived by: 
((p2(at), tr2)); ev = ((idc, a2)); p2(al ) ® idA; ev = ((iclc, az)); al, where (v) above is 
used in the first equation. [] 
Finally we discuss how recursion arises in the present setting. 
3.10. Definition. (i) (Pointed arenas)A is pointed when it has a unique initial sort, or, 
equivalently, when the homset (I,A) in ~3¢~; is a pointed cpo. We write dn~ : TA --,A 
for the unique total map such that uPA; dn] = idA. 
(ii) (Call-by-value fixedpoint eombinator, cf [ 16]) Let A be pointed. Then fiXA : A 
A ~ A is the strategy with the following behaviour: after the unique initial signal at the 
domain, it reacts by asking at the initial sort of A in the domain, to which,/f Opponent 
asks at a question in A, it has no subsequent behaviour: e/se, i.e. if Opponent answers 
at the initial sort of A in the domain, then it visits the initial sort of A in the co-domain 
(say by x), after which, if there is any O-action (say y) at A of the domain, it visits 
the initial sort of A in the domain, and, as before, only when the Opponent answers at 
A in the domain (say by z), copies y at A in the domain, say b y, justified by z, after 
which, continuing the copy-cat between A in the domain for those actions justified by 
y and A in the co-domain for those actions justified by y; In the same way, whenever 
an O-action at A in the co-domain which is immediately justified by the initial action 
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at A is done, the strategy visits the initial action of A, and proceeds to the copy-cat. On 
the other hand, if Opponent asks at A in the domain by an action (say x ~) immediately 
justified by x, then it again visits the initial sort of A in the domain, waits for the 
O-action (say w) at the initial sort of A in the domain, then does the copy-cat between 
the actions justified by x ~ and those justified by w. Similarly when there is an O-action 
by later instances of x. 
(iii) (Recursion) For a pointed A and ~r:C × A--+A, we define the recursion o f  a, 
def 
denoted by tee(a), as ree(~r): C ~A = p2(a);fix+ 
Remark. (i) A basic example of pointed arena is the higher-order arena A ---~B for 
some A and B. It is notable that pointed arenas are precisely objects in the category 
of Eilenberg-Moore algebra of the monad T (then dn / is the arrow of that type used 
in it). 
(ii) The behaviour of fix, the call-by-value fixed-point combinator, is among the 
most complex ones which use the copy-cat. The essential idea is that, whenever a new 
dialogue is opened by an O-action at the second-level sort of the positive types (A in 
the domain and A in the co-domain), then two "view-clearing" moves are done at the 
initial sorts of A and A in the domain, after which the copy-cat starts by copying the 
O-action to the P-action immediately justified by the second view-clearing move. This 
form is essential not only for the legality of actions but also for realising the structure of
nested feedback (which is done from A in the domain to A in the domain) in recursion, 
as described in the the proof of the next Proposition. Note fix is innocent because two 
views for its two copy-cat behaviours are independent (by the same reasoning as for 
identity strategy, cf. Example 2.10(v)). We observe that the existence of the fixed point 
combinator can also be derived from the recursive types in ~U,  cf. [18], or from 
the recursion in the underlying total category. 
The basic properties of recursion follow. 
3.11. Proposition. For each homset o f  the form hom(C ®A,A) with A pointed, rec(.) 
is a continuous operator. Moreover, letting A be pointed and a : C ®A ---~ A, we have 
(i) ree(r @ idA; tr) = ~:; ree(a) for  each r : B ~ C. 
(ii) r; ree(a) = ~; ((idc, ree(tr))); a for  each ~ : 1 ~ C. Moreover rec(a) = ((idc, ree(a))); 
tr when a is total. 
(iii) Given r : 1 --* C, define Pi : 1 ---~ A, i E o,  as: (1) P0 = A_, (2) pi+ l = ((z, p~; dn~)); tr. 
Then {Pi} is an increasing o-chain such that I I  Pi ~-"C; tee(a). 
Proof. See Appendix A.15. [] 
We give a diagrammatic representation f ree(a), as well as the first two equations, 
in Figs. 4-6. 
The next section studies the extensional universe derived from cgM~U. 
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4. Extensional universe 
cg~¢/~ represents an abstract notion of execution of call-by-value computation. For 
the interpretation of programming languages at the same abstraction level as in the 
standard semantic universe like the category of domains, we may need a more abstract 
universe, which we construct from c~,//- by a simple quotient construction. The uni- 
verse is also useful for understanding the behaviour of arrows in c~e ~ in an abstract 
way. We first define the following ordering, cf. [49, 16]. 
4.1. Definition (Standard orderin9). Define ~ on each homset hom(A,B) by 
al-'<a2 ~=~ VC, C ,  t :C- -+A,  t~:B- -~Ct . t ;a~'z~ ~t ;a2 ; t~ 
4.2. Proposition. (i) ~ is a preorder such that: (1) ~ -'< D _ E at each homset, and (2) 
composition; is monotone with respect to ~. 
(ii) I f  a : A ~ B is insensitive, a -'< a' fo r  all a' :A ~ B. I f  a :A ~ B is total  cr ~ a ~ 
implies or' is total. Finally, letting B ~ O, cr : A ---~ B ~ I tff ~z: 1--~A.t;a ~.. 
(iii) al -'< a2 iff  fo r  any z : 1 ~ A and v ~ : B ~ 1, we have v; al; t ~ 4~ ~ t; a2t ~ ~. 
Proof. (i) is immediate. For (ii), the first statement, if al is insensitive then so is 
v; cq; t t but insensitive arrows are never total (except on 0 in which case the state- 
ment is vacuous). The second statement is immediate by taking id on both sides of 
Definition 4.1. For the last statement, the "if" direction is immediate from the definition 
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and z; 3- = 3_ always. For the "only i f"  direction, suppose a ~. If  z; a ~ for z : 1 ~ A, 
immediately ~; a = 3_, that is ~ = 3_, as required. For (iii) let the right-hand side hold 
and ~; al; rt ~ for v : C -~ A and ~' : B ~ C. Take {ai I 1 ~ C} where i ranges over ini- 
tial actions of C, and where az just does (after the unique O-signal at 1) the initial 
P-action i at C and then ceases to react. Clearly a~; ~; a~; ~'; !c, ~ for each initial ac- 
tion i, so by assumption ai; z; a2; z'; !c, ~ for each i, which immediately shows (via the 
behavioural characterisation of totality in Proposition 3.2) r; a2; zt ~, as required. [] 
Remark. For (ii), the converse of the first statement does not hold, so in particular 
the bottom map in W~ (see Definition and Proposition 4.3 below) may include non- 
insensitive strategies. For explication of the situation, see Appendix A. 17. We also note 
the property (iii) is a general phenomenon, see 3.3.2 of [16]. 
A 
4.3. Definition and Proposition. ~M3e ~ is given by the following data: 
• Objects: those of c£~3¢ ~. 
• Arrows: ~-equivalence classes of arrows in ~ ,  denoted f ,g  .. . . .  which are 
ordered by the induced partial order which we also denote -< ,~. 
Then ~/ f  is enriched over Poset (the category of posets with monotone maps) 
with each homset having a bottom (denoted 3_ again) with strict composition at both 
sides. 
A 
4.4. Proposition. (i) 0 /s  the zero object in cg~U, that is, is both terminal and initial 
Also, f =3_:A--~B iff f :A--+O--+B iff 3pc  f.p:A---~O---*B iff 3pE f . sEp :A~ 
s rB=~.  
(ii) We say f :A---*B is total, written f 1~, when g; f =3_ implies g=3-, equiv- 
alently when the square (O~A f B, O--+O~B) is a pullback. Then f is total if[ 
g; f = ± for g : I -+ A implies g = 3-, iff Va E f .a ~., iff 3a E f .a ~. 
(iii) f l  ~f2:A----~B iffVx:l---+A, x; f l  ,~-'<x;f2. 
(iv) f ¢ L :A  ~ B ifffor some 9:1---~A we have 9; f ~.. 
(v) I f  {f i} is a ~o-cham in cg~Vz and {Pi} is also such in c~l/~ with Pi c f i  .for 
each i, [_Ji{f i} exists and is given as [[ [i Pi]g. 
Proof. (i) 0 is initial because it is so in cgM~. Before showing 1 is terminal, we 
observe that the second part is immediate from Proposition 4.2(ii), which says in- 
sensitive arrows are extensionally the least elements (notice the last two statements 
are just different characterisations of insensitive arrows in ~g~U, cf. Definition and 
Lemma 3.3). But all arrows to 0 in cg~V are by definition insensitive, thus we now 
know 0 is terminal. 
(ii) The equivalence of definitions is by (i) above. That f ~ implies the first state- 
ment is by definition. Suppose the first statement holds, i.e. g; f = ± for g : l - -+A 
implies g -=- 3-, equivalently for each a c f ,  z; a ~ 3_ for z : 1 ~ A implies z ~ -'< 5_. But 
z : l - -+A ~ 3- implies z-= 3-, we know a g. Next suppose a E f implies a ~. Sup- 
pose z; a ~ 3- for z :C ~A.  We show z ~ 3-. I f  A = 0 the statement is vacuous so 
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suppose not. Now if z ~ ±, then for some z ~ : 1 -~ C we have r~; r ,~ by Proposition 
4.2(ii), the last statement. But then we should have r~; r; o 4, which cannot be the case, 
hence we now know ~ -< Z, as required. The last two statements are equivalent by 
Proposition 4.2(ii), the second statement. 
(iii) The "only if" direction holds by monotonicity of composition. For " i f"  direction, 
Vx. 1-+A. x;f l  -'< x;f2 implies Vx:I--- ,A, y:B--+l, x ; f l ; y  ~ ~x; fz ;y  .D., as 
required. 
(iv) The contrapositive is f=± iff for all g: l~A we have g ; f  ~, but this is 
immediate from (iii) above, rephrasing f = _1_ by f -< ±. 
(v) Clearly '¢i.fi ~ ''< [ l] i Pi]~. I f  Vi. g ~>'- f i ,  then z ~ g and Vi. z ~ Pi, thus z ~ [Ji Pi, 
~- [ [-Ji M~. [] so that g 
By (ii), all properties of total maps in c~M~ carry over to their corresponding arrows 
in ~#.  (iii) and (iv) show the extensional nature of arrows in ~M~//~. We write 
cg~#t  for the subcategory of total maps in the extensional universe. The following 
gives what corresponds to Proposition 3.7 for the present setting. 
A 
4.5. Proposition. (i) cYM'//~ is well-pointed, with the initial object, and has finite 
products which give a bifunctor which Poset-enriches, all inheriting from cg~/~. 
A 
(ii) The inclusion functorfrom c (~ to cgM#- has the right adjoint inheriting all 
constructions from T (which we write again T), which Poset-enriches. The correspond- 
ing monad, again denoted T, has strengths and is commutative, that is ~A,B = ~A,B 
where ~,~ and ~A,~ are morphisms given in Definition and Proposition 3.8(i). Again 
A 
the Kleisli category of T on ~ t  is isomorphic to c~MW. 
Proof. (i) Well-pointedness i the contrapositive of Proposition 4.4(iii). 0 is initial, 1 
is terminal, and products come from ~. .  We show the pairing is monotone. Given 
By Proposition 4.2, we set C = 1. Fix "C --4 A and o2 : C -* B, suppose 01 ~ 01 • O1,O"  I 
z : A × B ~ 1 and define ~22 : A --+ A x B as ida × o2. Immediately a; 0--~; z = (o, o2); r 
for each a : 1 --~A. Thus (01,02); z ~ implies (0~, a2); z ~ (by the monotonicity of 
;), as required. Notice that, by a trivial reasoning, the pairing is also order-reflecting. 
(ii) For the adjointness, let tlA :A -+ TA be given as before, and let f :A --+ TB be to- 
tal. Then pEf  is total and -~ ~ P ..  Pi : A ~ TB implies Pt = P; dn ~ p~; dn = Pt' Write 
f t  for [P t lPE f ]g  which is now well defined. By definition t l ;T ( f t )=  f .  Sup- 
pose q ;T (g)=f  for g:A---~B, i.e. q; T(z) ~ pEf  for some reg .  By putting 
e ( = dn) : TB ---~B, we have t/; T(z); e = z ~- Pt, as required. For the rest, that s t  and 
s t  t again give the strength come from crM~ The commutativity, that is CA,~ = ~A,~ 
(both regarded as arrows in cgM~/~ and which again become singletons), holds because 
~kA,B and ~A,B only differ in the order of visiting the initial two sorts of A-component, 
OA rA and PA A , and those of B-component, OQ w and PA ~ , at TA × TB. Because 
they both do this consecutively and exactly once and, moreover, each sequences actions 
own independent views both for Player and Opponent, so that no visible difference can 
come about at the codomain T(A × B) even if the order is reversed. This is easily 
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established by the case analysis of the first few actions of z : 1 --+ TA ® TB, tracing in- 
teractions afterwards a few steps further: after that two strategies converge into exactly 
the same behaviour. 
A 
We can now state the basic facts about type structures of (gM~. Below we write 
= ~ for ~N ~- 
A 
4.6. Proposition. c~/ /~ is a symmetric monoidal category with the tensor given by 0 
enriched over Poset, with pairings given by ((f, g)) = { ((a, z))l ~ ((a, ~))~ I a E f ,  r c .q}, 
which satisfy f l  ® f2 = ((Tzl; f l ,  7z2; f2)) and f ;  ((gl, g2)) = ((f; gl, f ;  g2)), as well as 
A 
((f, f ) ) ; r t i=f .  Then • ® A, viewed as going from cg~U to c~t ,  has the right 
adjoint A -~. ,  with the same counit ev in cg~,  which again Poset-enriches. 
A 
Proof. By Corollary 4.3 in [50] and Proposition 4.5, immediately cg~U is symmetric 
monoidal, from which all properties of pairings also follow. For the final clause let 
al ~ a2 : C xA ~ B, and assume z; p2(al ); z' ~ for z : 1 ~ C and ~" (A --~ B) ~ 1. Then 
there is a decomposition of zt to its two components, say r~ : 1 ~ A and z~" B ~ 1, 
such that ~; p2(a~); z '=  ((~, z~)); a~; z~, because the views of z' are either entirely in 
or in B. Thus ((~, r~));a2;z~:~;p2(~r2);z' .~, as required. [] 
We note that the functor ~ easily extends to a Poset-enriched bifunctor of type 
~-- /op  x W~-~" ~ ~-~'-~'. Finally we check that the recursion operator is well defined, 
using the finite approximation result in cg~.  
4.7. Proposition. Let A be pointed and f : C ® A --~ A. Define rec ( f )~f  [ree(a)]~ for 
any ~ E f .  Then rec(.) is a well-defined monotone operator of type hom(C ® A,A) 
--~ hom(A,A) (regardless of the choice of a). Moreover we have: 
(i) rec(g ® idA; f )  = g; rec ( f )  for any z :B ~ C. 
(ii) rec ( f )  = ((ida, rec(f))) ;  f always. 
(iii) Let g: l--~C and define ei : C--+A, iEco as: (1) eo:±.  (2) e i+ l : l lg ,  e[ ;dn ' ) / ; f .  
Then {ei} is an increasing o chain for which l ]{ei} exists given as g;rec( f ) .  
Proof. We first show a ~ a':C®A--~A implies rec (a l )~ ree(a2), from which well- 
definedness i immediate. Indeed, suppose a "~ a t : C × A --*A. Construct {Pi} (approx- 
imating rec(a)) and {p~} (approximating ree(at)) following Proposition 3.11(iii). By 
the monotonicity of / / ' ,  ")) and, w.r.t. ~, we immediately know Pi -~ , Pi for each i. Since 
the behaviours of arrows entirely depend on their approximations, we readily conclude 
z; rec(a) ~ z; rec(a~), but by Proposition 4.4(iii) this implies tee(a) ~ rec(a'), so we 
h 
now know ree(.) is well defined and monotone in ~U.  We now show (i)-( i i i) .  
(i) is immediate from Proposition 3.11(i). For (ii), again from Proposition 3.11(ii), we 
know g; rec ( f )  = g;//idc, ree(f))) ;  f for each g. Again by Proposition 4.4(iii) we know 
tee( f )  =/ / idc,  ree(f))) ;  f ,  as required. For (iii), given f : COA ---~A and g : 1 --* C take 
a E f and z E g. By definition each e i of {ei} above (which is obviously an o-chain) 
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is associated with {Pi} which is constructed following Proposition 3.1 l(iii), so that, by 
Proposition 4.4(v), we know its limit is [r; ree(a)]~, that is g; tee( f ) ,  as required. [] 
A 
Further ~M3¢" has arbitrary products and co-products and allows the treatment of 
recursive types (see [18]), but the constructions so far are all we need for our current 
purpose. In the next section we use these type structures to interpret call-by-value 
PCF. 
5. Interpretation of PCFv 
PCFv [48] is a typed programming language based on call-by-value valuation. The 
syntax and evaluation rules can be found in the standard literature, cf. [23, 55, 53], 
which are briefly reviewed in Appendix C (basically following [23] except he recursion 
is only defined for function types, cf. [55, 53]). c~M3v and its extensional quotient are
conceived to represent call-by-value, or partial, higher-order functional computation. 
Moreover, it has a type structure which does include that of PCFv. Thus we may seek 
to represent PCFv-terms and its computation i  these universes. We primarily consider 
A 
the interpretation i c~/~,  and only at the last step move to c#M~/. We start from 
the interpretation of types. 
5.1. Types. Types in PCFvare mapped to objects in c~M~ as l t~fnat ,  ~o]d----abool, 
and ~ct~fi]de=f~l--~Ifl I. We also define the mapping on environments as Ie]'iCf 1 and 
def 
We next give the interpretation of terms. 
5.2. Definition. Given a PCFv-term Ft>M:o~, we define [Ft>M:cq as an arrow in 
c~M3v of type IFI ~ Ict I inductively as follows, assuming either left or right pairings 
and tensors are selected uniformly. 
(i) ~r,x : ~t> x : ct~ def ---- 7r :IF~ ® ~], where lr is an appropriate projection. 
(ii) UF t> ).x~.M : ~ =~ f l~f  pR(a) :lF~ --~ lfll, where IF, x : ~ ~>M : fl~ = a :IFI ® N --~ [fl~. 
(iii) IF~>MN :flldef ((al, a2));ev:IFl---÷Ifl l, where IFt>M :~=~ f l I=a  I :IFI---~(I~] 
---~Hfll) and IF ~> N : ~] = a 2 : IFI ---~ ~a I. 
(iv) IF t>/tx~.M : a] ~f ree(a) :IF1 --~ I~l, where IF, x : a c> M : ~l = a : ~F l ® Ial --+ Is] (no- 
tice any function type is pointed). 
(v) IFt>cond L M1 MZ : Oqd=ef (((Z, ((try, a~))));Yr(l~l))f :~F]--~N where [F>L:o ]=z :  
IFl---~bool, ~Ft>M1 :ct l=al  : I F I - -~ I ,  ~Fr>M2:oq=a2:IF]--~I~], and 7a:bool  
®A ®A--*A is given in Appendix B.12. 
(iv) For a constant c of type a, we set: [Fr>c:ctI def = [lr]; ~ : IF] --~ 1 --~ ~a I where ~ : 1 --~ 
Ic~l is given as a strategy with appropriate behaviour (see Appendix B.12 for 
concrete constructions). 
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The first key observations on the interpretation follow. Below V denotes a value in 
PCFv, i.e. either a constant which is not f2, or an abstraction. 
5.3. Proposition. (i) (Totality) ~F ~ V : a~ is always total 
(ii) (Substitution lemma) [F ~,M{ V/x} : fl~ = ((idlr ~, 3)); a : IF] ~ ~fl] 
3=~Ft> V:~] and a =~F,x:c~,M :fll. 
for any 
Proof. (i) is immediate from the definition. (ii) is by induction on the structure of M, 
throughout using the totality of 3 which is from (i) above. The base cases and the 
conditional are easy. For other cases: 
M = M1M2: Let ~F, x: ~ ~, M1 : ~--~fl~ = a l nd ~F,x : ~ ~ M2 : cq = a2. By induction we 
know ((id, z));al and ((id, 3));a2 give the interpretation Of Ml{V/x} and M2{V/x}. Us- 
ing ((id, z>) is total, we calculate IF >M1 {V Ix}M2{ V/x}] = ((((id, 3)); al, ((id, 3)); G2)>; OV 
= (lid, 311;//al, a2//; ev, as required. 
M = 2y~.M': Let a0 = IF, y : ~, x : fl t> M' : 71 and a~ = ~F, x : fl, y : ~ t> M' : 71. Then a~ 
= ((((~l; 7~1, 7t2//, ~zl; 7t~//; a0. By assumption ~F,x'flt>M{Y/y} :71= (lid, 3'//; a ~ 
where z ~ = 7t~l; 3. We calculate this, using the totality of id, 3 ~ and 7tl : 
/(id, 3")/; ((/(TT1 ; 7ffl, 7"C2)), 7E1 ; 7E~)); G O = 
Observing p2(p ® id; a) = p; p2(a)  when 
= {/idr, 3}); p2(ao), as required. 
<<<<id, 3')); • ' ((n,,Trl, rt2)), ((id, ' ' ' • 
3)), G0 
3)), o0 
(<idr, 3)> ® id/~; a0. 
p is total, we now get p2(((idr, 3)) ® ida; GO) 
M =/~x~.M0: Let ao be as above, with ?=ft .  With the same calculation we ob- 
tain ({idr, z))® id#;a0, to which we apply Proposition 3.11(ii) to get rec(((id, T))® 
id; Go)= ((id, 3));rec(ao)= ((id, r)); a, thus concluding the proof. [] 
We observe the following results before proceeding. 
5.4. Lemma. I f  Ft>M{Itx~.N/y} ~V and we do not have Itx.N~U in its proof, 
then F, y : ~ ~, M ~. Vo with Vo{llx~.N/y} = V and its proof is no bigger than that .for 
M{Izx~.N/y} ~ V. 
Proof. Write a for the substitution. Then when Va ~ Va the result is obvious. When 
(MN)a O. U, then Ma ~ 2x.M', Na ~ V, and M'{ V/x} ~. U, and their proofs do not con- 
tain p.x.N .~ U, thus by induction we know M ~ 2x.Mo, N .[J.Vo, and (noticing Mr{ V/x} = 
(Mo{Vo/x})a) we have M'{Vo/x} ~ Uo with appropriate M0, V0, U0 and with no bigger 
proofs. Other cases are immediate. [] 
We can now prove the basic adequacy results on the interpretation. 
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5.5. Proposition. F~> M ,~ V implies [M~ = IVI. 
Proof. We use the induction on the size of the proof of M g V, using the rules in C.3. 
For rules involving constants we can easily reason using Appendix B.12. For /~v-rule, 
we use Proposition 5.3(ii) and Proposition 3.9(vii). For recursion, we should show if 
F~>M{I~x.M/x} :~ V and ~F~>M{Itx.M/x} :~] =IVI, we have IFt>px.M:c~] =IVI. By 
Lemma 5.4, we know M~, V0 with a proof length less than px.M~ V. This shows, in 
particular, that IF, x :e~>M:al~fa is total, which immediately implies that rec(a) is 
total. Therefore, 
IF ~> #x.M : ct I =- rec(~r) 
= ((id, ree(~r))); ~r (Proposition 3.1 l(i)) 
= IF ~M{Itx.M/x} : c~ 1 (Proposition 5.3(ii)) 
=Ivl, 
as required. [] 
5.6. Proposition (Computational dequacy). I f M : ~ is a closed term, IMI ¢ ± : 1 --~ I~l 
if and only if M ~ V for some value V. 
Proof. By the standard reasoning based on the ~o-chain complete relation between 
terms and elements, where we use Proposition 3.11(iii) to reason about recursion. [] 
Remark. In spite of the above proposition, the interpretation f PCFv-terms in cg~y/- 
does not allow many "obvious" equations. As an example, 2z.((Ay.My)N) and 2z.(MN) 
are in general given distinct interpretations in c~,~//- (when we use the left pairing), 
even though they clearly have the same extensional behaviour. 
5.7. Corollary (Adequacy). For closed terms M and N, IM1 -'< IN] implies M ~--~obs N. 
Proof. Below we write M~L for 3V.M ~. V. We first note i fM:~ is closed and ~M~,  
then for any x : ~ ~, L : fl, L{M/x} ~ ~ VN : ~.L{N/x} ~L, by easy structural induction. So 
suppose M ~. Then we have, assuming L{M/x} ~ n for some n, IL{M/x}~ = ~M]; ~L] 
IN]; ILl = ~, that is, L{N/x} ~ n, as required. [] 
Given the adequacy result, the remaining task is to show that this interpretation, 
when considered modulo ~, exactly captures the observational congruence ~obs of 
PCFv. The main tool we utilise is a subset of PCFv-terms called finite canonical 
forms. Finite canonical forms faithfully capture the behaviour of compact strategies of 
PCF-types in cKM~. We use a specific syntax for them, even though we later show 
that the new syntax is just an abbreviation for the old one. In the following we assume 
we only have one program type, t. The incorporation of o type is straightforward. 
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5.8. Definition (Finite canonical forms). We define finite canonical forms (FCFs for 
short) of  type ~, by the following syntax. 
(i) F~,f2:~ and l 't>n:l are FCFs. 
(ii) F~2y~.M:~/6  is an FCF i f F ,  y:~t>M:t~ is. 
(iii) F~,let y :~ =zMinN:?  is an FCF i f ( l )  F ,y :~,N:  7 is an FCF, (2) z has a 
type /6~c~ in F, and (3) F~,M:/6 is an FCF. 
(iv) F t> (ease x of nl :M1 [] n2 :M2 []..[] nk :Mk) : c~ is an FCF if, for each i, xi : ~ E F, 
and, again for each i, F ~ Mi:~ is an FCF. 
We note that (iii) and (iv) are just abbreviations for PCFv-terms, in the following 
way: 
(i) F t> let y : ~ =- zM in N :/6 stands for/"  t> (2y~.N :~)(zM). 
(ii) /'t>case y of hi :Ml[]..[]nk :Mk :~ stands for 
cond (y = nl ) MI(... (eond (y = nk) Mk f2)..) 
where we assume an encoding of equality check of natural numbers in PCFv. 
Remark. Before the proof of the definability, we give some intuition on the corre- 
spondence between strategies and FCFs, except he obvious ones. Essentially, the use 
of finite canonical forms lies in making the order of evaluation (or, more exactly, the 
order of interaction) explicit. 
(i) 2x~.M:~/6  represents, after an initial O-signal at the domain, an action se- 
quence of PA~/~OQ ~, where OQ '~ is justified by the first PA ~--~/~, then behaves 
as M. 
(ii) F, xi : 71 :=k 72, A ~iet y: ~ = xi m in N :/6 first interacts at xi by pQ~i, then Oppo- 
nent may ask at M (when ~)1 is a higher-order type) which, after some interaction, 
will be answered by Player, and then there is an Opponent Answer by OA 72, and 
finally the actions move to N. 
(iii) The case statement corresponds to the situation when, after some interactions, it
acts according to the (view containing the) received ground value (here natural 
numbers). We only use one variable since an n-tuple of natural numbers can be 
reduced to one up to isomorphisms. 
Below we establish our main result in this section. The proof shows how innocence, 
visibility and bracketing allow us to translate strategies into PCFv-terms. While the 
basic reasoning method follows Hyland and Ong [28], we give the proof in detail 
since it illustrates the basic correspondence b tween FCFs and compact strategies. 
5.9. Theorem (Definability). For each compact element a : 1 --~ [~1 for any PCFv-type 
in cg~U, there is an FCF F : ~ such that IF : gl = a. Conversely, the interpretation 
of any FCF is a compact element in respective types. 
Proof. The second half is by easy induction on the structure of terms. The first half 
is by induction on the cardinality of f ,  for a compact strategy a of form ® I7il ~ [/61 
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where ~i, fl are PCF-types, constructing an FCF a °. Let F--~{xi:oti}o~i<,n-1 (the 
choice of variables does not matter) and ~r:~F]~fl]  be compact. If ]f~l--0, let 
a°= F~,f2: r, which obviously satisfies the condition. Assume the statement holds 
up to m and let [f~l =m + 1. Assume also, without loss of generality, that the first 
k variables in F are t while others are function types. Notice a is defined only for 
a finite subset of these tuples, since cr is compact. Let it be defined for l tuples, say 
{ ( r i l l , . . . ,  nlk) . . . .  , (nil, nn . . . . .  nlk) }. Writing 
case (xl,x2 . . . . .  X,n) of (nil,n12 . . . . .  nlk) : MlI]..l](nn,nla .... ,nlk) : Ml 
for the nested case statement case x~ of n~l :case x2 of ... finn :case x2 of ... , we 
now set 
cr ° = r~,ease  (xl  . . . . .  xk)  of (nll,...,Xl,n) :MlO.. l(nn,nn . . . . .  film) :MI 
where we give F~,Mj :~ ( l<~j~l )  in the following, according to how a reacts to 
each specified k-tuple of natural numbers). In the subsequent reasoning we shall often 
confuse PCF-types and their interpretation. 
Case (i): a reacts by PA ~. I.e. by an initial P-signal at ft. 
( I) If/? = t, the action has a form m' E o9, and is the final action by the switching con- 
dition (or alternatively by the bracketing condition), so we simply put, according 
to the corresponding integer, Mj = mL 
(2) If/? = 71 ~ 72, the action at the initial sort of fl is uniquely determined (since the 
only possible next O-action is a question at 7l). By the construction of P-views, 
this question remains in the P-view until another question at 71 is asked. Thus 
the P-view of any action sequence after a question at 71 has a form 
OA~ a' PA~ OQ~' s 
where e.g. OQ 7' denotes an action at the initial sort of 71 (which is labelled 
OQ), with actions in s hereditarily justified by OA ® a' or OQ/~' . Because PA/~ is 
uniquely determined, the effect of f¢ on such sequences can be considered as an 
innocent function on P-views of form OA~ ® ~') ® ~'s which inherits the justification 
from the original P-view (actions originally justified by PA2 is now justified by 
the initial O-signal) except that the original answer to OQ3, given at 72, now 
becomes unjustified P-signal. Thus we have another innocent strategy of type 
~F, z2:71]---~[72], say z, and clearly we have ]z I ~<m (since at least one P-action, 
PA2, is taken away). By induction there is an FCF F, z2 : ?l ~,N : 72 which defines 
z, using which we now set 
which does realise the behaviour of a after the specified initial O-signal at F, via 
the interpretation U' ]. 
Case (ii): a reacts by PQ. I.e. a reacts by a P-question at F, justified by the initial 
O-signal. Such PQ belongs to the kth component of the tensor for some k, say c~k, and 
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• k should have a form 71 =~ 72. We now form an FCF for this behaviour, according to 
the form of 71. 
(1) If 71 = t, then the strategy must have given some m I E~o at PQY', and Opponent 
can only answer at 72, say by OA3. We now show that the P-views after OA3 
always take a form 
OA ® ~i Dt '~  l NAY 2 
z~- 1 l,,,~2,--,rx 3 S. 
This is easy by induction: if only these three actions are done this is clear. If 
not, then we start from an O-action, say xh, which is justified by some P-action, 
say xj, and xj cannot be PQ2 (notice it can justify nothing), so it is in s. So the 
P-view is the view of xj postfixed by xjxh, but by induction the former contains 
the initial three actions, hence done. We can now transform the part of f~ on 
these P-views to an innocent function which acts on the P-views of form 
OA] ® ~')®~'2 s 
where the actions in s originally justified by OA3 is now justified by (the new) 
OA1, with the associated innocent strategy of type F, J :72  => ft. Notice we 
simply omit the original action PQ~ since it is fixed. Also notice, by construction, 
the innocent function is only defined for the specified k-tuple for the initial O- 
signal. Since the original PQz is deleted, the innocent function has strictly less 
cardinality than f~, so by induction we can form a FCF F, Y':Y2 E>Nz:fl. Then 
let Mj be 
F ~ let y' = xkm' in N2 : r, 
which, when interpreted, oes act as a, once given the same initial k-tuple at F. 
(2) If 71 = 01 ::~ 02, then immediately after PQ~', Opponent can either ask back a 
question at 01 or answer at 72. Indeed the P-views after the initial three actions 
always take the form 
OA~ ~iPQ~IOQ~' s (5.1) 
or  
OA1 o ~ipQ~, OA~2 s', (5.2) 
as can be simply verified, just like the case (1) above. We now consider these 
two cases separately, form an FCF for each behaviour, and then combine them 
to form the required FCF. 
Case (5.1). I.e. when an O-question at 01 is the third action in the P-view. We first 
note that, in (5.1), s cannot contain an action OA~ justified by PQ2 since any P-view 
has a form OOP101 ... PnOn where each Pi justifies Oi. Further s can neither contain 
a free (initial) P-signal at fl, say PA~, since, in that case, PQ2 should be answered 
before PAj (see Proposition A.1 in Appendix A), which implies OQ3 cannot occur in 
the P-view by the structure of P-views we noted above. We now transform the part 
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of f~ acting on (5.1) into an innocent function action on the P-views of the following 
form: 
OA(I ® ~i)®ol s 
where the P-answer in s at 02 originally justified by OQ~' now becomes free. This 
gives us an innocent strategy of type IF, w:Ozl ~ I021. The innocent function has again 
obviously a smaller cardinality than f , ,  by induction we have the corresponding FCF, 
say, F,w:01 ~,Nl :02. 
Case (5.2). I.e. when an O-answer at 72 is the third action in the P-view. We first 
notice, in (5.2), PQ~' only (directly)justifies OA3 in s ~, i.e. no other answers and 
questions in s r are justified by PQe, which is immediate from the form of P-views. 
Using this we can now transform that part of f ,  which maps the P-views of form 
(5.2) into an innocent function mapping P-view of the form 
OA(I ® ~i)®~'2 S / 
corresponding to (5.2). Notice we can delete 72 since the original PQ2 justifies only 
OA3. The justification to actions originally justified by OA1 and OA3 are now given 
from (the new) OA1. We thus have an innocent strategy of type IF, f :721 ~ [/~] with 
a smaller cardinality than tr, corresponding to which we form an FCF F, f : 72 ~" N2 : ~. 
Now putting NT and N2 together, we construct Mj as 
F ~, let yt = xi2w o, .Nj in N2 : fl, 
which, when interpreted, asks at c~i after an initial O-signal, then, if Opponent questions 
back (at 01 corresponding to w), then interacts as N1, and, after the answer comes (as 
72 corresponding to f ) ,  starts interacting as N2, which does behave as a when it 
receives the specified initial O-signal. 
By combining these Mj by the case statement, as we discussed at the beginning, we 
have now constructed the FCF corresponding to a, as required. [] 
Let us write IF~,M:~]e for the interpretation of PCFv-terms in ~M~" given as 
[IFt>M:~]]~. We are now ready to prove: 
5.10. Theorem (Full abstraction). Assume given closed PCFv-terms M : ~ and N : ~. 
Then we have M : ~ ~obs N : ~ tff IM" ~]e -'< IN : ale. 
A 
Proof. For "if" direction, we show Proposition 5.6 implies the same result for cgM~V', 
from which the result is immediate. By Proposition 4.4(ii), a :~ is total in ~/ /~ iff 
it(s equivalence class) i  so in cgM~//-, thus: M ~. V iff IM] ¢ 2- in cgM3e ~ iff IM] :~ 2_ in 
~U,  as required. For the "only if" direction, it suffices to show the left-hand side im- 
plies [M : ~] ~ IN : c~ l in cgM~/y. We first note that we can easily replace 1 in the target 
by nat in Proposition 4.2, so to measure the observability at t type suffices. Suppose 
M ~obs N and, moreover, for some z : Ic~] ~ nat, we have IM]; z = ~ where ~ : 1 --+ nat 
is an obvious strategy corresponding to n. We can always write z = I I  zi where zi is 
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all compact, and if for all zi we have [M]; zi = ± then it should be ]M]; z = l by conti- 
nuity, so for some zi we have IM]; zi =- ft. Take the corresponding FCF x : 7 ~, r ° " 1. Let 
Fae-~f2x~.'c~:z which is again an FCF. Then IMl;zi=((p2(zi), ]M]));ev=~M~; IF I=  
IFM], using ((p2(al),  tr2)); ev= ((id, a2)); trl [because: ((id, a2));p2(trl) ® id ;ev :  
((id; p2(crl ), 62)); ev by totality of p)o(al ) and idA]. By Proposition 5.6 (computational 
adequacy), we know FM g n, therefore FN g n, which implies ]NI; ~F] =IN];  ri = fi 
hence IN]; z = fi, as required. [] 
We remark that the above result can be generalised to open terms, using essentially 
the same argument. 
6. Relationship with the category of call-by-name games 
It is well-known that, in the context of domain theory, the call-by-name universe 
(say CPPO, the category of pointed cpo's and continuous functions) and the call-by- 
value universe (say pCPO, the category of cpo's and partial continuous functions) are 
mutually embeddable. In the following we discuss how an analogous result holds in 
the present setting. We start by introducing the universe of call-by-name games, which 
is a conservative xtension of the original category of games by Hyland-Ong [28]. 
6.1. Definition. (i) (cbn arenas) A cbn arena is a pre-arena in which initial sorts are 
all labelled by OQ. 
(ii) (Action sequences) Given cbn arenas A and B, an action sequence from A to B 
is defined as in Definition 2.5, reading "arenas" there as "cbn arenas", and changing 
(3) into: (3') Xo is initial in B and if xj with j ~ 0 is not justified, either Xi is initial 
in B, in which case its preceding action is from B, or xj is initial in A. 
(iii) (Legal positions) An action sequence from a cbn-arena to a cbn-arena is well- 
bracketed precisely when the same condition as given in Definition 2.7 (i) holds. 
The visibility condition is given just as in Definition 2.7(ii) except we change (ovl) 
as: OV(sxj)---{i,j} if xj is a free P-action, where xi is the free O-action such that 
i ~ PV(sxj). An action sequence from a cbn arena to a cbn arena is legal when it is 
well-bracketed and satisfies the visibility condition. 
(iv) (Innocent strategy) Given cbn arenas A and B, an innocent strategy from A 
to B, or often simply a strategy from A to B, is defined precisely as in Definition 2,9, 
reading "arenas" as "cbn-arenas". We sometimes call such strategies, cbn strategies', 
to distinguish from strategies in ~ .  The set of cbn strategies between fixed cbn 
arenas is ordered by a _ z ¢:~ 6 c z, just as in Definition 2.9. 
(v) (Composition) The composition of cbn strategies is defined exactly as in 
Definition 2.9, reading "arenas" as "cbn arenas". 
Remark. In (ii), the extra condition (3') (which concerns the preceding action of an 
unjustified B-actions) is necessary because of the existence of multiple initial O-actions 
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(which is possible because the initial sort is labelled as Question in cbn arenas), which 
otherwise can make the switching condition invalid. 
6.2. Definition and Proposition. The category ~.Ar  is given by the following data. 
• Objects: cbn-arenas. 
• Arrows: strategies over cbn-arenas, composed by; and ordered by E. 
Then ~fM~Ar is cartesian closed and is enriched over CPPO, the category of pointed 
cpos and continuous functions. 
We can then show the following: 
6.3. Proposition. CA of [28] is a full subcategory of c~MX. 
Proof (outline). Call a cbn-arena in which no answers justify questions, a Hyland- 
Ong arena. Then the full subcategory of cgM~A/~ of Hyland-Ong arenas is isomorphic 
to CA. As for objects, we associate ach Hyland-Ong arena to an arena of CA of 
the corresponding shape. As for arrows, the form of strategies (or action sequences) 
differs because, in CA, each sequence has only one unjustified action, which is initial; 
however by taking the representation by innocent function, it is immediate that two 
notions coincide. Finally we verify that the notion of composition in Definition 2.12 
for cbn strategies coincide with the one given in Section 5. l of [28]. This is best done 
by showing that their "uncovering" coincides with the expanded form of composition 
given in Appendix A.12, transforming Definition 5.1.1 of [28] into the "board-form" 
as given in Appendix A.12. We omit the details. [] 
c~J I r  is in close relationship with McCusker's category of Hyland-Ong ames with 
linear decomposition [33] (the equivalence may hold but this has not been verified): 
As such, the extensional quotient of ~M~4r allows a fully abstract interpretation of 
call-by-name FPC, and its variant allows interpretation of imperative constructs as in 
[6]. 
Our interest in this section, however, is how this universe relates to cgM~//-. First, 
the following result shows how we can simply embed cgg~Y into c~y/-. 
6.4. Theorem. cg~'~/~ /s isomorphic to the full subcategory of ~ of pointed 
arenas. 
Proof. In the embedding, each cbn arena A is mapped to the pointed cbv arena A ° 
which is the prearena 1 W A together with one justification from 1 to each initial sort 
of A. For arrows, given a cbn strategy a :A --~B, we define a ° : A ° --~B ° as {s ° Is C 
a} U {e} where we construct s ° as follows (apart from injection of each element o 
adjust types): if s=e then s°=.  where • is the unique Opponent Answer at A. If s ¢ e 
then we add the initial signal of A ° followed by the initial signal of B ° as the prefix 
of s, then let the first (resp. second) signal justify all originally free actions from B 
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(resp. from A), following the graph structure of A ° and B °. That this gives a functor 
is mechanical verification. It is full because the initial two actions in a total strategy 
between pointed cbv arenas are fixed. [] 
Notice that this is an exact analogue of the situation which arises in the domain- 
theoretic setting, where CPPO is precisely the subcategory of CPO of pointed types 
(note CPO is a "total" subcategory of pCPO). Just as the domain-theoretic setting, 
pointed arenas arise as the objects of Eilenberg-Moore algebra of the lifting monad in 
cg~U, as can be easily verified. 
As we observed at the outset, it is a well-known fact in the domain theory that we 
can also embed pCPO into CPPO. The method is simple, we take the full-on-object 
sub-category of CPPO whose arrows are restricted to strict ones. A similar idea, though 
not an exact analogue this time, works in the present setting. We need the following 
notion. 
6.5. Definition. (i) A cbn arena is pointed when it has a unique initial sort, cf. Defini- 
tion 3.10. A cbn arena is sharply pointed when it is pointed and, moreover, it justifies 
no sorts labelled by Q, 
(ii) Suppose A and B are pointed cbn-arenas. Then a strategy a : A---~B is strict 
when, after the initial question, it immediately asks the question at A, or alternatively 
3_; a = 3_. It is linear if it is strict and never asks the (unique) initial question at A 
until another (unique) initial question at B is asked. 
6.6. Proposition and Definition. I f  ~ : A ~ B and • : B ~ C are linear cbn strategies 
then so is tr; r. The category of pointed types and linear strategies is denoted hy 
Proof. Clearly strict strategies compose, while the linearity of a; z is because its action 
at A only comes from tr. [] 
Remark. The use of linearity with call-by-value computation i mind is already made 
in the work by Harmer and Malacaria [24] in a different setting of games (using 
Abramsky-Jagadeesan-Malacaria games), 
We can now state the second embedding result. 
6.7. Theorem. c ~  is isomorphic to the full subcategory of ~ J f f l  of  sharply 
pointed arenas. 
Proof. At the object level, the embedding functor turns a cbv-arena A into a cbn-arena 
A* by adding one sort labelled by OQ, which justifies what have been initial in the 
original cbv arena A. For strategies, we work with innocent functions. Given a cbv 
strategy a : A --, B and its innocent function f~, we construct a function g as follows: 
if f~(sl)=s2, then we set g(s'~) = s~ where sj* and %* are the result of adding the 
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same prefix to sl and s2, which consists of the unique initial action * from B* (which 
is an O-question) followed by the unique initial action , '  from A* (which is a P- 
question). In the newly formed sequence, the former justifies what have been initial in 
B and the latter justifies what have been initial in A. In addition, we let g(*) -- **'. 
Since it is easy to show {s,s'[g(s) : s'} is prefix-closed, g does characterise a cbn 
innocent strategy a*. Finally it is mechanical to verify that (-)* does define a full 
functor. [] 
The two embedding results may best be seen as a simple translation of information 
flows. We also note that the full-on-object subcategory of cgMjff of strict maps, where 
the notion of strictness is generalised to non-pointed types in the obvious way, is 
isomorphic to ~M~T, the latter being the category of Eilenberg-Moore algebras of 
the monad T. 
7. Discussions 
7.1. Related works 
The present work showed that the category of games originally introduced by
Hyland and Ong [28] is simply extendable to the one for call-by-value by changing the 
parameter representing the form of information flow, and that the resulting category 
has the algebraic structures parallel to those of the foregoing domain-theoretic call-by- 
value universe such as pCPO, yet with a strong intensional flavour. The faithfulness 
with which this universe captures call-by-value sequential higher-order computation 
is exhibited by the full abstraction result for call-by-value PCF. In the following we 
discuss those works related to the present one. 
(i) After completing the full version of this paper [26], the authors were informed of
an independent (and essentially concurrent) work by Riecke and Sandholm [52], in 
which they obtained a full abstraction for call-by-value FPC (which easily implies 
that of PCFv). The construction is based on Kripke logical relations on pCPO, 
and is thus quite different from the present one. No quotienting is necessary to 
reach the semantic universe so that, in this sense, their universe is more abstract 
than ~/ f ,  while the construction of the universe itself is substantially more 
complicated than ours. In a brief comparison, one may say that their approach 
would give better insights for understanding why some (continuous) function is 
not sequential; while their construction does not directly model the dynamic as- 
pects of sequential call-by-value computation, thus may not lead to the insights in 
that context. Thus two methods would play different roles in semantic analysis. 
(ii) Following the conference version of the present paper, Abramsky and McCusker 
[7] presented another categorical universe for call-by-value based on Hyland-Ong 
games. The universe, suggested by the present construction and also related to 
McCusker's early idea [34], is in close relationship with the presentation of c~M~ff 
from cdMY#z. The basic idea is to represent the initial Opponent/Player answers 
of total strategies by a certain indexing function. Thus a strategy is such an 
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index function together with an innocent (and, this time, call-by-name, because 
the initial two actions are gone) strategy. Once the category of total strategies 
is made, we stipulate the r quired monadic structures and form the universe of 
"partial" arrows by taking the Kleisli category. The construction is originally done 
as an algebraic larification of the present construction (personal communication), 
and is applied to the interpretation of certain imperative constructs by changing 
the base call-by-name category. An advantage of this approach would be, as we 
just noted, that one can use the foregoing call-by-name universes uch as the one 
McCusker presented in [33] as a base universe (which corresponds to changing 
parameters of games in the present setting, see 7.2 later). On the other hand, 
the initial construction of the universe becomes omewhat complex, which may 
obscure a couple of intensional elements of the present universe, such as the form 
of information flow. The construction however does offer a categorical analysis 
of semantic universes of call-by-value games such as HM~', thus contributing to 
a deeper understanding on game-based semantics of call-by-value computation. 
(iii) In the setting of Abramsky-Jagadeesan-Malacaria games [4], Harmer and 
Malacaria are working on game s mantics for call-by-value computation by ex- 
tracting "linear" strategies from the original universe or its variant. Such a study 
would lead to the basic larification of the notion of call-by-value in games, on 
the one hand, and to the deeper understanding on the relationship between the 
AJM games and the HO games, on the other. Ref. [24] gives a preliminary study 
in this direction. 
7.2. Extensions of full abstraction results 
We discuss a few extensions of our full abstraction result. 
(i) The proofs in Section 5 easily extend to PCFv with sums and products, con- 
sidering strategies of type ®~i ~ ®flj and using such isomorphisms as ®i q3~,j 
~i,j ~- ®j ®i.jTi, j and ~iO~i~f l  ''~ ®i (O~i~fl), as well as extending FCFs with 
(MI,Mz .. . . .  M,) : ®~i, in~[M] : ®~i, and a refined case statement. 
(ii) Another immediate xtension is the untyped call-by-value 2-calculus. For the 
arena, take initially a directed graph (not a forest) which has four sorts, respec- 
tively labelled by OA, OQ, PQ and PA, with directed edges OA H pQ, pQ H OA, 
OQ H PA, PA ~ OQ, OQ ~ PQ, and PQ H OQ. We then unfold this graph 
into the corresponding infinite tree in the standard way, setting OA as the root. 
This is essentially the canonical solution of the equation D ~-DaD and the full 
abstraction result easily follows. In the same way, we can directly interpret he 
lazy )w-calculus in ~df f  discussed in Section 6. It is interesting to compare these 
constructions with t ose given in [5]. Relatedly, Sieber [53] showed how fully 
abstract domain-theoretic models for various extensions of PCF emerge from the 
one for the call-by-value PCF, in the presence of parallel-or. It is interesting to 
see whether a similar result may be obtained in the present setting. 
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(iii) For recursively typed calculi such as FPC [23], the traditional approach to the 
interpretation f types with free variables is not possible in cgM~e ~because tensors 
do not give bifunctors. There are a couple of methods to solve this issue. Using 
one of these approaches, Marcelo Fiore and the first author have successfully 
interpreted call-by-value FPC in cgM~ which is then shown to be fully abstract. 
In particular we used the axiomatic framework in [19], adapted to the present 
setting, to gain the computational dequacy. See [18] for details. We note that, 
while the situation may seem similar to the one in [33], there is a significant 
difference in that the definability argument for finite types can be carried out at 
A 
the intensional level. As a related issue, it is interesting to see whether cgM~//~ 
is algebraically compact or not for general Poset-enriched functors, cf. [20,21], 
which is left as a further issue. 
(iv) We already discussed in the Introduction that a simple change of other param- 
eters may result in the semantic universe of call-by-value computation capturing 
various language features. In the context of call-by-name computation, there are 
recent proposals to treat imperative constructs by Abramsky and McCusker [6] 
(block structures) and by Laird [31] (control constructs). At least at the cate- 
gorical level, the corresponding changes in the present setting result in coherent 
algebraic universes with distinct features, just by altering the concerned parame- 
ter. Indeed, just by changing the class of strategies following [6], we can simply 
construct a semantic universe in which an imperative language with first-order 
cells can be given a fully abstract ranslation (while its call-by-name version, 
formed just as cgM~AP of Section 6, gives the interpretation of Idealised Algol 
just as in [6]). This shows that the parameter of games pertaining to the form 
of information flow (in other words that pertaining to the difference between 
call-by-name and call-by-value) is indeed independent from some of the basic 
parameters of games. Study in this direction, as well as the study of type struc- 
tures arising in such a context, and the interpretation f call-by-value languages 
with "impure" constructs, would be an interesting subject for further research. 
One recent work in this direction (using the presentation of [7]) can be found 
in [3]. 
(v) A topic related to (iv) but not restricted to it is the study of refined type struc- 
tures in the present and related semantic universes. This would lead to a further 
elucidation of algebraic structures of cg~C~/F and related universes. 
(vi) One of the referees uggested that there is a similarity between Lorenzen's orig- 
inal games in the context of proof theory [15] and the present notion of games. 
While the formal relationship is not yet clear (partly due to the difference in pre- 
sentation), it is an interesting open issue how the present approach, in which we 
try to understand call-by-value in terms of the forms of information flow, may 
relate to approaches from a logical viewpoint. In this context, Danos suggested 
a possible connection of the present notion of call-by-value games to a proof 
system in [14], where two systems with dual characters, conceptually correspond- 
ing to call-by-name and call-by-value, are presented. It would be worth studying 
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how this distinction between call-by-name and call-by-value from a proof-theoretic 
perspective may relate to the same distinction in the present context. 
7.3. Intensionality and relationship with process theories 
The strongly intensional character of c~M~- is not at the same level of abstraction 
as, say pCPO. The same can be said about its call-by-name counterpart and other 
categories of games, in the sense that they reflect some notion of execution, albeit 
abstractly, cf. [13,28]. From the viewpoint hat the primary purpose of semantic rep- 
resentation of programming languages lies in giving (in)equations over programs as 
general as possible, this feature may be considered as a drawback. However, we can 
take a different perspective, and ask whether this novel way of representing programs 
can be put to a significant use, especially once given the full abstraction result as the 
semantic justification of the representation. As a first such step, one may exploit the 
representation for the development of abstract theory of execution, including the formal 
optimisation techniques. Type structures as we studied in Section 4 may be put to an 
effective use in this context. One interest in this regard is that our interpretation of
PCFv in cg~7/~ already gives a simple abstract implementation f the language in the 
form name passing processes [39]. The representation is closely related to Milner's 
direct encoding in [36] after doing a simple optimisation, performing the fly-reduction 
by three name passing interactions (excepting the buffering actions, cf. [36]). Such a 
"physical" character of the abstract universe suggests that we may study the execution 
of, say, call-by-value programming languages from a new level of mathematical b- 
straction including the reconsideration f the notion of "execution" itself (this is in line 
with Girard's studies on the semantics of cut elimination [22]). Relatedly the induced 
encodings also suggest the possibility of relating game semantics and process theories 
at the fundamental level. The study of behavioural types by Milner [37] may suggest 
possible directions (from which the present study actually started). 
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Appendix A. Basic operational structures of call-by-value games 
This appendix gives the proofs omitted from Sections 2 and 3, which pertain to the 
basic operational structure of call-by-value games. Each proof is independent, though 
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we often use a matrix (game board) presentation of action sequences and their com- 
position, whose formal definitions are given in Definitions A.6 and A.12. 
Remark. Basic proofs for operational structures of Hyland-Ong games can be found 
in Hyland and Ong [28] and, later in a somewhat different framework, in McCusker's 
thesis [34], both in the setting of call-by-name computation. Ref. [28] is nearer to the 
present one in that we start from as small restriction on the operational structure as 
possible. However a notable difference in presentation exists (for example the compo- 
sition of strategies), apart from the difference between call-by-name and call-by-value. 
Ref. [34] shares a couple of important technical points with the present construction, 
in particular in the treatment of bracketing. However, in addition to the difference be- 
tween call-by-value and call-by-name, a few basic differences exist in operational struc- 
tures, notably whether the projection convention is stipulated (as in [34]) or derived 
(as here). Thus, for the sake of completeness, we believe the listing of the verification 
for basic operational properties of call-by-value games may not be superfluous. Many 
properties are in common with the call-by-name games: even in such cases, we try to 
give a reasoning which is intuitive and which reveals the internal structure of games as 
clearly and intelligibly as possible (one such effort may be seen in our proof for P-view 
projection in Lemmas A.4, A.7, Definitions A.5, A.6 and Proof of Lemma A.4). 
We start with the following proposition, which is often used later. It shows that the 
present simpler bracketing condition in Definition 2.7(i) is equivalent to the one in the 
conference version [26]. 
• def A.1. Proposition. Let s = xo..Xi..xn i be a well-bracketed action sequence from A to B 
and xj ( j  ¢ O) be an initial P-signal from B (which is only such in s by Definition 2.5 
(3)). Then all questions occurring in s before j are answered by questions occurrin9 
before j. 
Proof. Using the labels like OA, etc., to denote actions of that kind, suppose by way 
of contradiction we have the following situation in s: 
OA0... Qi ( . . . )  PAy (:::::)Ak .... 
where PAj is the initial P-signal from B and Qj is answered by Ak, i.e. i ~ k, 
while (....) and (:::::) denote the subsequences in the respective positions. We use the 
following notion: a subsequence t of an action sequence is closed w. r.t. bracketing, or 
simply closed, when all questions in t are answered in t and each answer in t answers 
some question in t. Notice a closed subsequence always has an even number of actions 
(which can be zero). With this preparation, assume i is the maximum such that i c-~ k, 
i.e. no question between i and j is answered by an answer occurring after j. Notice 
this assumption implies a subsequence (....) between i and j is closed by the bracketing 
condition. Similarly (:::::) is closed, thus both subsequences are of even length. But 
this means Qi and Ak are both O-actions by strict alternation, so that i c-~ k cannot be 
the case, a contradiction. [] 
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We next prove two basic properties of  legal positions. We start from the closure 
properties of  legal positions. 
A.2. Proposition. I f  s is a legal action sequence f rom A to B, then so are rsa and 
Lxs j as well as prefixes o f  s. 
Proof. The closure under prefix is by definition. For the closure under view functions, 
we first note that the resulting sequence always inherits the original justification by the 
visibility condition, and strict alternation and other conditions for action sequences are 
immediate from the construction, so that both views are indeed action sequences. Thus 
we have only to show they are legal. 
(Visibil ity) Take for example the case of the P-view of some sequence. We first 
observe that each O-action is justified by the P-action which immediately precedes the 
O-action, i.e. it has a form 
OoPIO1 . . ,P iO i . . .PnOn 
where each Pi justifies Oi. Thus trivially each O-action in a P-view is justified in 
its view, while the view of a P-action goes through all preceding O-actions in the 
sequence, so its justifier (if any) surely occurs among them. Similarly for O-views 
which are OP-dual to P-views (except the initial action). 
(Bracketing). 3 We use induction on the length of  a legal action sequence. We again 
take the case of  P-view. Base cases are (prO,l), where the resulting views are obviously 
well-bracketed. For (pv2), we have r P 07 _ r 1 e o soxi six) - So x i x i . I f  xj is a question, rs01x~i x° 
is well-bracketed since rs0x/en = rsonxP i is so by induction. If xj is an answer, rs01 is 
well-bracketed by induction and xi is a question answered by x j, so we again get a 
well-bracketed sequence. For (pv3), we have rs0x~q = rsoqx~. If  xj is a question this 
P-view is well-bracketed by induction. If xj is an answer to some question, say xg, in 
So, the original sequence has a form 
def Sto xOQ St xt~A (A.1) S z .1 
where xj answers xi. We now show: 
Claim. In rsl, the subsequence corresponding to s t o f  s has the following form: 
PQ0 " 0A0 • PQI " OAl ... PQn-l " 0An_l 
where each 0Ai answers PQi. 
Proof. Assume there are n P-actions in s ~ which remains in rsq. If n = 0 the statement 
is vacuous so suppose not. We show by induction each (n -  k)th P-action (l ~< k ~< n) 
satisfies the above mentioned property. The base case is when k = 1, in which case the 
O-action preceding xj can only be an answer (since if not xj wrongly answers to it) 
3 For an alternative short proof, see McCusker's thesis [34, Lemma 3.1,1]. 
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hence let it be OAn_l, and its justifier can only be a question, say PQn_l, as required. 
For induction, s ~ is now of the form 
s" .  On-k-1 " PQn_~...OAn-/~ ' PQn-k+l ... OAn_k+l • PQn-1 ... OAn-I  
with the justification from OAi to PQi for each i. Thus if O~-k- I  is a question it 
violates the bracketing condition hence O, -k - i  is an answer, so we again get OA,_k-1 
and PQ,,-k-1, as required. (End of the proof of the claim) 
By the claim all questions in the subsequence between xi and xj in rsl are answered 
within it, thus we now know rsl is well-bracketed. For O-views, we have exactly the 
same reasoning (for (or3) any P-action which we meet in s' when we trace back in 
O-view, cannot be initial, because of Proposition A. 1 ), so that we now know the views 
of legal action sequences are indeed again legal action sequences. [] 
A.3. Proof  of Proposition 2.8 (Switching condition). Following Hyland and Ong, this 
is proved simultaneously with 
(O-view projection) Suppose s E 6 : A --~ B ends with a P-action from A (resp. from 
B), then LXSj = LXS r A j  = LXSj I A (resp. LXSj = LXS I B j  =-LXSj I B). 
by induction on the length of s defs'x~. For the base case, s' =x0 with x0 a free 
O-action in A, in which case two statements are obvious. For the inductive step, we 
first show O-view projection. If  xi is free, the result is trivial. So suppose xi is not 
free and is in, say, A (the case it is in B is the same). We can then write s=soxoslx i  
where x0 is an O-action binding xi. We first notice x0 is in A, and by induction for 
the switching condition, the last action of so should be also in A. Now we have 
LXSoXoSIXiA I A ~- (LXSojXoXi) I A (by (or2)) 
= (LXSOj IA)xoxi 
= LXSojXoXi = LXSj (induction on so). 
For the switching condition, suppose s=soxixi+l,  xi is a P-action in A and xi+l is 
an O-action in B. I f  x;+l is in B, then by visibility it should be bound by some 
action xj of B in LXSoXij. But by inductive hypothesis of the O-view projection, 
LXSoXiJ rA =,xsoxi  rAj, which says xj cannot be in LXSoXij, hence a contradiction. 
The case xi is in B and xi+t is in A is exactly the same. [] 
We also prove a technical lemma on legal action sequences which we use later. 
Henceforth we write s ~< s t when s ~ is a (not necessarily consecutive) subsequence 
of s t, inheriting the justification relation (the justification relation may not be uniquely 
determined by s ~ and s, but this does not concern us here). 
A.4. Lemma (P-view projection). Let  s E a :A1 W A2 and suppose s ends with an Ai- 
action, i=  {1,2}. Then we have: rsl I Ai ~ rs I mi q. 
One may notice the statement is simpler than the corresponding Proposition 4.4.4 
of [28] since we have only one, if any, occurrence of initial actions in a respective 
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component. The proof of  the lemma is done based on the idea of Hyland and Ong in 
the proof of  the corresponding Lemma in Appendix A of  [28], with a simplification of  
an argument. It is given in a form more general than necessary, assuming that multiple 
free occurrences of P-actions and O-actions are possible, so that it is also valid for, 
say, call-by-name strategies. We first list basic notions we shall use. (ii) is a key idea 
used in the proof, coming from [28]. 
A.5. Definition. Let s E tr :At --+,42 below and s' . . . . .  7 . . . . .  0 .... range over its consec- 
utive subsequences. 
(i) (Block) An Ai-block in s ( i=  1,2) is a consecutive subsequence (including the 
null sequence) of s which solely consists of  Ai-actions. 
(ii) (Bounded segment, cf p. 121 in [28]) An Ai-bounded segment ( i=  1,2) in s is 
a consecutive subsequence of s which has a form wsow' where (1) w H w ~, (2) 
w is a P-action and w ~ is an O-action, and (3) both are from Ai. w and w r are 
called its boundary. An Ai-open segment is a singleton subsequence w ~ such that 
w ~ is a free O-action from Ai, which itself is its boundary. 
(iii) (Block sequence) An Ai-block sequence in s is a consecutive subsequence s' of s 
such that, assuming i ~:j, s ~ =7o0o710t ...7,0~ (n >~ 0) where each Ok (k>~0) is 
an Ai-block, each 7k (k>~l) is an A j-bounded segment, and either (1) 70 is also 
an A j-bounded segment, in which case s' is non-terminal, or (2) 70 is a singleton 
sequence of a free O-action from A j, in which case s' is terminal. Each 0~ is 
called its component block, and each 7i (i>~0) is called its component segment 
(which are together called simply components). 
Note that components are uniquely determined once we are given a block sequence, 
and that any s c a :A1 --~A2 which ends with an Ai action and which contains at least 
one Aj action (i ~ j )  can be, in general non-uniquely, written as sis2 for an Ai-block 
sequence s2, as an immediate consequence of the switching condition. Also observe 
that an A~-bounded segment may naturally contain Ai-blocks and A j-bounded segments 
which are not its components. 
From now on we often use a board presentation of  strategies. The idea is formalised 
as follows. By a partial matrix we mean a matrix whose indexing function is par- 
tial, i.e. some of whose co-efficients may not be filled. We count the columns/rows 
from 1, as is customary. 
def 
A.6. Definition (Board presentation of action sequences). Let s = x0.-xn be an action 
sequence from A1 to A2. The game board presentation ofs  is a partial 2 × co matrix 
whose all and only defined coefficients are given as follows (here x I Ai denotes the 
original element of  a sort in Ai when x is its injection): 
i f j -  1 is an index o fs  and xj-i is from Ai ( i=  1,2), then the coefficient at the 
ith row, jth column is x I Ai. 
together with the justification relation over the defined coefficients corresponding to 
the original justification relation. We usually call the rows of the matrix by the 
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associated arenas (sometimes writing e.g. A to make its presentation in the pre-arena 
explicit). 
We now prove a simple lemma on block sequences, using which we prove the P-view 
projection. Below we say the P-view (resp. O-view) of  s touches an action (index) in 
s if it is in PV(s) (resp. OV(s)), i.e. the view is constructed using the action. 
A.7. Lemma (Block lemma). Let s C a :A1---+A2 and S=SIS2  when s2 is an Ai-block 
sequence. Then for each action xi in any component block of  s2, (1) xi is hereditarily 
justified in the component blocks as well as, i f  s2 is non-terminaL in sl, and (2) the 
P-view of  xi only touches actions in the component blocks, the boundaries of  the 
component segments, and, if  s2 is non-terminaL those in sl. Similarly for the O-view 
of  xi, except the boundaries of  the component segments. 
Proof. We let s2 = 700o7101 ... 7nOn, n >1 0 and reason by induction on n. For the base 
case, we have n = 0. If 80 = E, there is nothing to prove, so assume not. First let s2 
be non-terminal, so that s2 = 7080 where 70 = wsow ~ is a A j-bounded segment and 80 
is an Ai block. The situation can be depicted as 
Al  . - .  
A2 ... P . . 'O  
W S O W t 
xoYoXl Yl ... 3~iYi ~- 80 
POPO. . .PO 
We argue by induction on the length of  00. For the base case, 00 =x0, and x0 is a 
P-action by the switching condition. The P-view of x0 goes to w and then to w' thus 
reaching Sl without touching so, which also shows it can only be justified (if ever) 
in s~. This in turn shows that its O-view can only touch actions in s~, as required. 
For the induction step, suppose 80 = styx with y being a P-action (resp. O-action) and 
that the statement holds for sty. Then the O-view (resp. P-view) of  x is x together 
with the O-view (resp. P-view) of  y, and this only touches 80 (resp. 80, w and w') 
by inductive hypothesis, so in particular it is justified (if ever) within s'y and Sl. This 
shows, using induction as necessary, that its P-view (resp. O-view) only touches 80, 
sl and {w, w '} (resp. 80 and Sl ), as required. The case when s2 is terminal is proved 
in the same way, first noticing, for the base case as above, x0 should be free, so that 
its O-view is itself and its P-view only goes to w ~, then reasoning for the induction 
step as above. This concludes the case for n = 0. For the inductive step, we assume 
the statement holds for some n, and establish the case n + 1, which is depicted in the 
following figure: 
xoYox~yl....xiYi~On+l 
A1 ... 8o O~ ... 8, P 0 P 0 .... P 0 
A2 ... 7o 71 ... 7. P . . .O  
W S 0 W t ~ ~n+l 
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Then we can readily verify that the same reasoning as the base case suffices, arguing 
by induction on the length of 0,,+l, replacing 00 with 00,01,.. . ,0,,  as well as w,w ~ 
with the boundaries of  7o,71 . . . . .  7,, in the argument above. [] 
A.8. Proof of Lemma A.4. We can now establish the P-view Projection. Let s = six 
E a :A1 --~A2 and x is an action of, say, A1 (the argument is the same exchanging Al 
and A2 below). We use induction on the length of s to prove rsl IAl ~ rs IA11. For 
the base case, s~=-e, in which case the result is immediate. For induction we do a case 
analysis. 
(i) x is a P-action and s~=s'y  with y being an O-action of  At. In this case, we 
use induction to calculate 
rsq IAI = rs'yx3 I A1 = rs"y3 I A1 x ~ rs 'y { Al n x ~ rs'yx I A13 
as required. 
(ii) x is a P-action and s '=s"y  with y being an O-action of  A2. Then we have 
either: 
(a) s :soY~l ' . .  ~,x (n~>0) where each ~i is an A2-bounded segment a d y'  is a free 
O-action of A2 (note y~ = y if n : 0). 
(b) s=s0~0- . "  ~,x (n>~0) where each ~i is an A2-bounded segment and so ends with 
an O-action of  A~. 
If (a) holds, immediately rsl IA1 = rs IA11. For (b), we first note rsl IAI---rs0q IAlx 
since each ~i is A2-bounded. The structure of rs IA11 is clarified by the following 
claim due to Hyland and Ong, of. Lemma A.1.3 (i) of  [28], which says rsx A`7 orderly 
shrinks rsx "~ {Ai 1 without jumping over the boundaries. 
Claim. Suppose s=sjws2w' ca  : AI---~A2 where WS2 wt is an Ai bounded segment. 
Then there are s',s" such that: (1) s=s's" and s ~ is a prefix of sl (2) s" is an Ai 
block sequence, and (3) w occurs in a component block of s'. That is, we have the 
following situation between w and wt: 
w w t 
Al ... OP . . .O  00 01 ... 0n :PO. . .O  
A2 ... Y0 7t ..- 7, 
For the proof, suppose there is no s~,s" which satisfy (1) and (2), then there is 
a terminal Ai-block sequence as a postfix of szw ~, but this contradicts w ~ w' by 
Lemma above, so we can find s~,s" satisfying (1) and (2), in which case w occurs at 
least within s". But Lemma A.7 also says that if an Ai-action occurs in a component 
block of  an Ai block sequence, and it is justified by another action in the same block 
sequence, then the latter should occur in some component block of the block sequence, 
therefore (3) is also satisfied. (End of the proof of the claim). 
Returning to the case (b), we notice each ~ is an A2-bounded sequence, so that we 
have 
rs IAl 1 = rso~o...~,-I IAlq6,x, 
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where fin is the sequence of the boundaries of the component (bounded) segments of 
~n. In this way we can write rs [A11 ----rs0180... 6nX, therefore: 
rslIA1 = rsoqIAlX ~ rso IAtqx ~ rso IAlqbO...bnX = rSIAl 1, 
as required. 
(iii) s=s'x and x is an O-action. Then either x is free, in which case the result is 
immediate, or s~= s 'y  with y is a P-action of the same component by the switching 
condition, in which case we can use (i) and (ii) above. This exhausts all cases. [] 
Using P-view projection together with other results, we can now prove another basic 
property of legal action sequences. Given an arena A, an action sequence in A is a 
sequence of elements from sorts of A together with the relation ~ on its indices just 
as Definition 2.5, except (3) is replaced by a simpler: (3) xo is initial in A. It is legal 
when it satisfies precisely the same conditions as given in Definition 2.7(iii). 
A.9. Proposition (Projection convention). I f  s A--'B is legal, s F A (resp. s r B) is always 
a leyal action sequence in A (resp. in B). 
ProoL Let s be a legal action sequence from A to B. In the board presentation of s: 
A OPO. . .O  PO. . .  
B PO. . .  O 
we call consecutive subsequence solely consisting ofA (resp. B) actions, A-block (resp. 
B-block) (which already appeared in Definition A.5). Then as the above picture shows, 
s consists of alternating maximal A-blocks and maximal B-blocks. But the switching 
condition tells us, as shown above, each maximal block, except the initial one, starts 
with a P-action and ends with an O-action. Thus when we project s onto A, it is surely 
strictly alternating. Since in the projection justification is preserved (notice there is 
no justification between different components), we now know it is an action sequence. 
Because if it is not well-bracketed then so is s, it should also be well-bracketed. Finally, 
for the visibility condition, take any O-action from A, then by the O-view projection 
we know it is justified from within its view even when projected onto A. For a P-action 
from A, the P-view projection (Lemma A.4) says that the P-view taken in A-projection 
covers more A-actions than that taken in the original s, hence as required. [] 
We next prove the basic properties of innocent strategies. 
A.10. Proof of Proposition 2.9. (i) (Characterisation by innocent function) a Cr  
implies f~ c f~ by definition. In another direction, suppose f~ C f~. We show by 
induction all action sequences in ~r are also in z. The base case is trivial. Suppose 
s ~ defsx E a, so by induction s E z. I f  x is an O-action, s~E z follows from contingency 
completeness. I f on the other hand x is a P-action, then f~(s)= s~, hence f~(s)=s ~, 
hence s' E r, as required. 
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(ii) (The set of strategies as dI-domain) We use (i) and argue just like we deal 
with the set of partial functions on say ~o. We only show the basic data. The situation 
is exactly the same as described by Hyland~Ong [28]. 
(Lub): Given directed (or bounded) {ai}, just take Ui f~r (This is because of the 
following fact: a partial function from the odd-length P-views to the even-length 
P-views, for each case incrementing the original P-view by an additional action, 
is an innocent function of some strategy if and only if f (s )  = s' implies, for each 
odd-length prefix, say s~, of s', f(s'o) is defined and is also a prefix of s'. Notice 
this trivially holds in the union of a directed (or bounded) set of strategies.) 
(Meet): Set-theoretic meet of the original innocent functions (defined only when 
compatible). 
(Compatibility): Compatibility as sets of sequences, or as innocent functions. 
(Finite element): A strategy whose innocent function is of finite cardinality. 
(Prime element): A finite element which has only one defined P-action at each 
stage: equivalently a strategy a with the maximum even-length sequence, of which 
other even-length sequences are prefixes. [] 
We prove Lemma 2.11 which makes the notion of the composition of strategies well- 
defined. 
A. 11. Proof of Lemma 2.11. Assuming s(-"  B and s~--' c, we argue by induction of 
n = Isl[+ IS2[- IS1 I B[ (remember IsI denotes the length of s as an ordinary sequence). 
In the base case, n = 0, then (1) trivially holds. Suppose it holds up to n = m and 
consider n=m + 1. If s l - -e  then s2--e so that we can set sl =s]x. We do case 
analysis on x. 
(x is' from A). Then by assumption Stl × sz. If (1) holds for Stl and s2, again (1) 
holds with Sl and s2. If (2) holds for s' l and s2, then (3) holds for Sl and s2. If (3) 
holds for s] and s2, then, by contradiction, suppose s2 ends with a C-action. Then 
(since (3) holds) stl ends with a B-action. Take the minimum prefix of s2, say s~, such 
that sl I B = s~l I B ---- s~ I B. The eliminated postfix consists only of C-actions (because, 
if else, we have sl r B ¢ s2 I B). By the switching condition the last B-action of s~ is 
by Opponent. Therefore, the action compensating x, which is the last action of s~, is 
by Player, hence s~x cannot be legal, again by the switching condition. Therefore s2 
ends with a B-action, showing (3) does hold. 
(x is from B). Then s2 ~ e, so that let s2 =s~y. If y is from B we have (2), while 
if y is from C we have (3). [] 
From now on we often use the board presentation of composition of action sequences, 
which is again formalised as a partial matrix (cf. Definition A.6). 
A. 12. Definition (Board presentation of composition). 4 Let ~ ~ B and ~ --' c be com- 
posable. We define a sequence of (i) the elements of sorts of the prearena A W C, 
4 The notion corresponds to uncovering in [28]. 
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and (ii) the pairs of elements of sorts of the pre-arena B t~ B, in the following way: 
(1) e:~=e,  (2) s lxB:s2yB=(s l  :s2)(xB, y~), and (3) six ~ :s2=(s] :s2)x A as well as 
s] :s2xC= (sl : s2)x c. We now define the game board presentation o f  composition oj 
Sl and s2, as a partial 4 × ~ matrix whose defined coefficients are given as 
(I) If j - 1 element of s] : s2 is x from A (resp. C), then the coefficient a the first 
(resp. fourth) row, ith column has the value x r A (resp. x I C), 
(II) If j -  1 element of sl :s2 is (x,y), then the coefficient a the second (resp. third) 
row, ith column, has the value x r B (resp. y I B), 
together with the justification relation over the (defined) coefficients corresponding to
the original justification relations. We often call such a presentation asa game board for  
composition. We again call the rows of the matrix by the associated arenas, sometimes 
writing e.g. A to make its presentation i the prearena explicit. 
We give an example of such a presentation. 
nat~nat  * 3 n 
nat  n + 1 
na-t n + 1 
nat 2n+2 
In the following proofs, we often use labels like O, P .... as actions in the board pre- 
sentation. We now prove Proposition 2.14. We first show: 
A. 13. Lemma. I f  ~ ~ B and s~ ~ c are composable legal action sequences, then s l; s2 
is always a legal action sequence f rom A to C. 
Proof. We use the game board presentation. Notice Sl;S 2 is nothing but the projection 
of the board presentation onto the A-C  components. We first show Sl;S2 is an action 
sequence from A to C satisfying the switching condition (i.e. it is always Player who 
switches between A and B), and then show that it is legal. 
(i) (Sl;S2 is an action sequence satisfying the switching condition.) Since the justifica- 
tion on A-actions (resp. C-actions) is precisely as in sl (resp. s2), the only issue is 
strict alternation. By Lemma 2.1 1, the board starts with an A-block, which might 
be followed by a B-B block, then either an A- or C block, which again might be 
followed by a B-B block, and again Y or C block, etc., that is, there is no possi- 
bility that an A block and a C block is contiguous (violating (3) of Lemma 2.11). 
Moreover each new Y or C block after a B-B block always starts with a P-action, 
and each A- or C block before B-B. This establishes both the strict alternation and 
the switching condition (the situation is depicted below). 
A- OPO... 0 PO.. 
B PO. . .P  OP. . .O 
B OP. . .O PO.. .O 
C PO... 0 
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(ii) (sl;s2 is legal) We establish the bracketing and the visibility independently. 
1. Bracketing. For bracketing, we notice (sl;s2) rA =s l  IA and (sl;s2) r C =s2 r C. 
Thus the only possible violation of  the condition is when sl;s2 = soxisyjs~xJ ~where 
xi,xj are from A (resp. C) and yj is from C (resp. A) and moreover x, answers xi 
and yj is left unanswered in s ~. We draw the situation as a game board: 
. . .OPO. . .PO P . . .O  ... 
B ... PO. . .P  OP . . .O  ... 
... OP . . .O  PO. . .P  ... 
C ... PO. . .O  ... 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
with xi in (a), yj in (c), and xk in (e). Note that the length of (d) is odd by the 
switching condition. But in (d), if the number of questions is larger than answers, 
then xk answers some question in B in (d). Contrarily if the number of  answers is 
larger than questions, then yj is answered by some answer in B in (d), hence both 
cases contradict he assumption that sl and s2 are well-bracketed. 
2. Visibility. Suppose s l ; sz=sx .  We consider the visibility of  x in its view. If x 
is free, there is nothing to prove, so suppose not. There are two cases. 
(x is an O-action). Then s=s~y with y a P-action. We first note y and x should 
be in the same component, by the switching condition. The justifying action of  y 
in s' is again in the same component and is an O-action, so we just continue this 
until arriving at the initial free P-action, but this is the same thing as taking the 
O-view in the original si (if x, y come from 
are done. 
(x is a P-action). Let x be originally in, 
si), hence by the visibility in si we 
say, sl. If I-SI-I just touches the A- 
component, then this is the same thing as taking rsxl, hence we are done. If 
however this is not the case, then, when tracing back in the view construction (in 
both Csl7 and rsxl), we come upon some P-action, say y, which is at the "brim" 
of consecutive actions, like: 
Y ... P(= y) ..... 
B ... OP . . .O  ... 
... PO. . .P  ... 
C . . . PO. . .O(=z)  ... 
Notice, in the view construction of rsT, when one comes upon such x, then we directly 
go back to z rather than going through the intermediate B actions (which do not exist 
in s). Call a maximal B-B block which immediately precedes a non-free P-action that 
is touched in rsl, an s-bridge, or simply a bridge. We now establish the following 
claim. 
Claim. Any action in a bridge & either free or is justified by an action in a (same 
or different) bridge. 
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Notice, if the claim holds, we know that all A-actions in VSI1 are already in rsl, so 
that the justifier of x in rs~ 1 still occurs in rsl (by the visibility condition in sl ). The 
claim is proved by induction on n where n is the number of bridges the claim holds 
counting from the left-most one. 
n = 1: In the left-most bridge, the first B-action should be free, since if not rsn will 
go back through another bridge on the left, which contradicts that we are now in the 
left-most bridge. For the second action in the bridge, by the visibility in sl (or s2), we 
immediately know it is (free or) justified by the preceding B-action. In this way it is 
clear all B-actions in this left-most bridge are justified (if ever) within the bridge. 
n = m + 1: We assume that the property holds for actions in up to the m-th bridge. 
Now go to the next bridge. In the first pair of B-actions, it is Player who has switched: 
and that P-action, say y, is justified in Sg (if ever) by the P-view going backward from 
the action which immediately precedes y (the position of z in the above diagram). But 
this is the same thing as taking the P-view in s, so it can only reach the previous brim 
and then back to the previous bridge, thus ending finally in some free action in the 
bridge, as expected. Now if we take the P-view or O-view for the second action we 
start from the first action so at most we can only reach the left-most bridge, thus as 
required. [] 
A. 14. Proof of Proposition 2.14. Assume given a : A --~ B and z : B --* C. 
(i) (0; z is innocent) We already know s ¢ 0; z is a legal sequence from A to C. 
That a ; r  is prefix-closed is because, for example, if s~xA;s2 E a;z then sl;s2 E a;z 
similarly for sl;s2xCE rr;z (note we do not have to consider SlXB;S2XB). Contingency 
completeness i  immediate from the O-view projection. Thus we have only to show 
that 0; r is innocent. Consider a composed sequence: 
A- OPOPO PO 
B POPO POP 
OPOP OPO 
C PO...  
Denote it by s. Then write s r A,B for taking the first two rows from s, considered as 
an action sequence, similarly write s I A, C and s I B, C for taking the first and fourth 
rows and the third and fourth rows, respectively. We now prove, as done by Hyland 
and Ong [29], the following properties: given two such extended sequences, ay sl and 
$2, 
(i) If both end with O-actions at A, then 
rs I Id ,  C l=rs2  IA, C 1 ~ rs~ IA ,B l=rs2  ~A,B q. 
(ii) Similarly if both end with O-actions at C, then 
rs 1 IA, C l=rs2  IA, C 1 ~ rsj ~B, C l=rs2  IB, C 1. 
We argue by induction of the length of a longer sequence (let it be sl). For 
the base case the above holds immediately. So suppose it holds for sequences of 
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A- . . . . . .  PO 
B . . . . . .  
C . . . . . .  
len~hno more ~ank .  Therearea  ~w casesaccordingtohow slends. Weonly 
show the ~llowing key case. We assumes lends in the  w~:  
PO 
POPO ..... PO 
OPOP ..... OP 
We may write sl =s'l#Bxy and s2 =s~£Bxy where #B and £B denote the con- 
secutive interactions at B, and x is a P-action and y is an O-action (at this 
moment £B may be empty, though we shall soon know it is not). Now write 
st \B for Sl rA, C. Since rs l \B l= rs2\B1, we know rsl j \Bl= Vs~\Ba. By induc- 
tion we know Cs~ I A,B ~ = rs~ 2 I A,B a. Therefore, the action in s2 after doing s~ 
should be the same P-action in B as that of sl after stl. Then (like a zipper) this 
decides what would be done in the lower B component by (72, and in this way 
precisely the same sequence of B-actions will be done in s2 as in sl, leading to the 
switching into A and the final two actions, thus we know rsl [A,B 1 = FS 2 IA,B q, 
as required. Other cases can be similarly verified. Once (i) and (ii) above are 
proved, suppose, after s in the composite ~1;a2, an O-action is done at, say, A. 
Then ¢rl's next action is determined by the corresponding P-view, thus if its next 
action is at A this is the action of the composite. On the other hand, if the next 
action of al is at B then the consecutive actions at B and the visible action at A 
or C after them, are uniquely determined, using the "zipper" argument as above, 
hence the action at the composite strategy is again uniquely determined by the 
P-views, hence as required. 
(iii) (Associativity) We show s E (al; ~r2); ~r3 iff s E crl ; (a2; a3) with al :Ai ---+ Ai+l. But 
this is the same as showing (sl;sz);s3 =sl ;  (s2;s3) with si E cri when st,s2,s3 are 
pairwise composable, because if they are not then we can always reduce them to 
cornposable ones. The case si = e for some i = 1,2, 3 is obvious. Suppose not; then 
there are four cases in which both (s);s2);s3 and sl; (s2;s3) are defined. First, we 
have 
);s z = 
• I 2 • ! 3 AI  --  )x , 
while 
t~eA I . [  t,,,42 t 3 t Ai .  t .  ;S3 zA )=S1X ,((S2,S'3 zA )fl ) 
= ; (S l / '  ;s z ))x 
/ .  ! 2 I .  I 2- But  by inductive hypothesis we have (s~,s2Y ~ );s~3z m =s~,(s2y A ,s'3z~). Sec- 
ondly, 
t Aa t .A~ t 3 t 3 (S lX  ,S2X 2) ;s3zA  t ¢ . = (sl;s2),s3~ ,
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while 
t A2 [ J~A2 J~A~'~ t A~ I 1 3 
SIX ;to2.~. ;~,3 ~. ~I=SIX  - ; ($2 ;$3  ZA )X 2 
/ .  / ,  / 3 = S1, ($2, $3 ZA" ), 
then we can again use inductive hypothesis. Other two cases are similar. 
(iv) (Continuity) We conclude the proof of Proposition 2.12 by showing that ; is a 
-continuous operator. It is clearly monotone by construction. Thus (IAo.i); z2  tA 
(0.i; z). But because any s E Uo" i is in some O'i, (UO'i); Z" E U(O'i; 15"). We can similarly 
reason for the other case, so that we now know ; is a well-defined bi-continuous 
operator on strategies. D 
We next give the proof for recursion. 
A.15. Proof  of Proposition 3.11. Below assume A is pointed, a : C®A- -~A and 
z :B---~C. 
def 
(i) Direct from the construction of p2(o.). In detail: In ree(z ® idA;o-)= p2(r  @ 
idA; 0.); fix :B -~A~A-~A,  p2(r ® idA; 0.) first gets an initial signal at B, to which it 
reacts by going to the initial Player signal at A-~A (invisible), then fix reacts by asking 
at A- of A---~A (again invisible), so that now r can interact at B until it reaches C, at 
def 
which point O- can start interaction. In r; ree(o.) = r; p2(o-); fix, given the same signal 
at B,z would interact just as above, and, when it reaches C, first p2(o.) goes to A~A 
to which fix reacts by asking at A-, so that o. can now start interaction. The rest of 
the behaviour is precisely simulated between these two, modulo the copy-cat of the 
identity which we can neglect, hence done. 
(ii) We give behavioural description of two strategies which shows how these two 
strategies imulate each others' behaviour. Underlying is the induction on the length of 
expanded composition sequences where we inductively construct a simulation relation 
between two sequences (by expanded composition we mean the composition as in 
Definition 2.12 except that we do not eliminate the interacting actions, see Appendix 
A.12 for the definition). The behavioural reasoning below is hopefully clear enough 
to indicate the underlying formal construction while being much more concise. We 
articulate the behaviour in three stages. We assume r is total, since, if not, there is 
nothing to prove (both simply become A_). Now both strategies tart from the unique 
signal at l, and we observe no further action is possible at l, so we can forget this 
arena in the following. Below as elsewhere we distinguish two As in A~A as A (for 
the first copy) and A (for the second one). 
(Initial stage): 
. . def 
• In r; recto-)= z; p2(o.);fix : 1--, C--~A-~A--~A. First z reacts to the initial signal 
by going to C, to which p2(o.) reacts by reaching A--~A immediately, fix then reacts 
by asking at A-, to which p2(o.) would react in one of the two ways, according to 
the underlying behaviour of 0.. (1) Possibly through interaction at C, it answers at 
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A without interacting at A-. Or (2) it either deadlocks or asks something at A. In 
(2) the whole behaviour deadlocks. In (1) fix now answers at A in the co-domain. 
def 
• In z; ((idc, rec(tr))); tr = z; ((idc, p2(tr);fix)); a : 1 --+ C --+ C ® A --~A. Initially z re- 
acts and goes to C. Then since both idc and Pa are total, now a gets the initial 
signal. We now use the classification of cr's behaviour given above. First, if (2) 
is the case, clearly the whole behaviour deadlocks, just as above. Second, if (1) 
is the case, then a would eventually answer at A, again precisely as above (notice 
that, because A is pointed, only one kind of reaction is possible). Thus these two 
behaviours (up to this stage) simulate each other. 
(Second stage): 
• In r; p2(o);  fix • I~C~A- - -~A~A.  fix now relates its co-domain A and the A 
of its domain A --+ A by copy-cat, prefixed by the two view clearing actions in the 
co-domain, so that, because for p2(a)  the P-view does not concern the repetition of 
the view clearing actions, the situation is precisely the same as that of a : C ®A --+ A 
interacting at A of its domain, as far as it does not interact at X of its domain. Now 
at any further point it does not do so, this is the last stage. I f  it does, however, we 
move to the third stage. 
• In z; ((idc, p),(a); fix)); a : 1 ~ C -+ C ® A --+ A. After the interaction at A in the 
co-domain by a, if it has any interactions at C then they are mediated by idc to 
r, so precisely the same behaviours as above continue. If  a does not ask at A of 
its domain, the simulation is exact, up to the emulation by idc here and fix there 
which is negligible, by the same reasoning we gave in Example 2.13 I f  however tr 
does so, it is fed to p)~(a); fix and we move to the third stage. 
(Third stage): 
• In z; p2(a) ; f ix  : 1 ~ C~A---~A ~A.  fix now in effect relates p2(a) ' s  action at A- 
to A (of fix's domain) by copy-cat. Notice now p2(o)  interacts with itself. Notice 
however p2(a)  who is questioned acts in the fresh view which starts from the second 
level sort of A, which is the basis of its behaviour, due to innocence. Thus there is 
an interaction between the second copy of p)~(a) and the first copy. Later the first 
p2(a)  may ask a fresh question at 3--, then there is another interaction sequence 
between the first and the third copy (these copies themselves would invoke other 
copies). 
• In z; ((idc, p2(a);fix)); a :  1 ~ C ~ C @ A---+A. The question is done at A of cr's 
domain, which is forwarded by fix to p2(a) ,  precisely with the same view as the 
"second copy" above. Thus interactions between a and p2(a)  precisely proceed 
following the above case: for example, if a further asks a fresh question at A of its 
domain, the first copy of p2(a)  does precisely the same thing at A of its co-domain, 
and the invoked copy reacts with the same fresh view. In this way two histories of 
interactions precisely correspond to each other, up to the copy-cat of idc and fix. 
In particular, visible behaviours at the co-domain A of the whole strategy coincide. 
Notice the innocence of a is essential in the reasoning above. The stronger statement 
for the case when a is total is verified similarly. 
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(iii) We again assume ~ is total. It follows immediately that {Pi} is an increasing 
m-chain. Notice also if Pl = J-,Pi = ± for all i, while, if not, Pi+l = ((Z, Pi)); tr for 
all i ~> 1. We first unfold the recursion, using (ii) above, as follows: 
r; ree(a) = t; ((idc, roe(a))); ~r 
= (It, v; ree(a))); o- 
(A.2) 
(the final equation is because z is total, cf. Proposition 3.9 (iv)). We now show 
Pi C "f; tee(a) for i ~> 1 by induction. 
(Base Case) Pl def ((Z, ±t; dn')). After the initial signal at 1, ((z, I t ;  dn')) immedi- 
ately reacts at A ® C. At this point a would interact, and (1) it would reach at A without 
asking at A in the domain again, or (2) it would do otherwise, thus it deadlocks. Now 
in the case of (1) we already know, by the proof (ii) above, that p2(tr) deadlocks, so 
the behaviour coincides. In the case of (2), then there is a signal at C ® A, hence a 
now reacts precisely as a in Pi. However after visiting A in the co-domain, a in p; 
would ask at A in the domain, at which point the behaviour deadlocks, while this may 
not be the case in z; rec(a). Thus we know Pl E z; roe(a). 
(Induction) If Pi = ± for i >~ l, there is nothing to prove, so suppose not. Then, 
using (A.2) we have Pi+l = (('g, Pi)); a ~ Pi+l ~ (('C, ~;ree(o'))); o- hence done. 
To establish Up; = ~; rec(a), we reason by the length of composed action sequences 
(including invisible moves). Again using (A.2) we can unfold z; tee(a) as many times 
as we like. In particular, we have exactly he same configuration as Pi by unfolding 
tee(a) by/-times, except we have I t ;  dn I at the first stage. This means, until a question 
reaches ±t; dn ~, exactly the same behaviour is done between two strategies. Thus, for 
each interaction sequence with a certain length, there is always some Pi which does 
the same, which shows in particular each action sequence (i.e. visible behaviour) in 
z; rec(tr) is contained in some Pi, hence done. [] 
We also list the proof of further switching conditions for legal action sequences 
whose co-domains are arenas of specific kinds (tensors and exponentials). These prop- 
erties are used in the proof of Proposition 3.7 They correspond to similar properties 
of call-by-name games, see [28, 34]. 
A. 16. Proposition. (i) (Switching condition for tensor) Let s be a legal action sequence 
from C to A®B. Let sl~¢fs IAQB. Then if one action in s t is from the A-component 
(resp. from the B-component) and the succeeding one is from the B-component (resp. 
from the A-component), then the latter is always an O-action. 
(ii) (Switching condition for partial exponential) Let s be a legal action sequence 
from C to A---~B. Let st defs I A--~B. Then if one action in s t is from the A-component 
(resp. from the B-component) and the succeeding one is from the B-component 
(resp. from a non-initial sort of the A-component), then the latter is always a 
P-action. 
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Proof. For (i), the situation of a legal sequence from C to A ® B may be displayed 
like 
C 
AQB 
A 
B 
OP..O PO...  0 P. . .  
P 
OP..O PO...  P 
OP.. .  O 
where the row A ® B only records a unique free P-signal of A ® B if any (notice 
we decompose the second row of the game board in the sense of Definition A.6 into 
its three components). Now let us say (an action in) a C-block belongs to A (resp. 
B), if the block is immediately after an A-block (resp. a B-block). We now prove the 
specified switching condition for tensors together with: (1) if we take the P-view from 
an O-action in A (resp. B), then it only touches actions in C,A (resp. B) and A ® B, 
(2) if we take the P/O-view from an O/P-action in C which belongs to A (resp. B), 
then it only touches actions in C,A (resp. B) and A ®B, and (3) if there is a maximal 
C-block belonging to A (resp. B) then the immediately succeeding P-action (if any) 
should be an action in A (resp. B). The proof is by induction on the number of non- 
initial C-blocks in the whole sequence, in each case by induction on the number of 
actions after the initial action of the last C-block. For the base case, first (1) holds for 
the O-action immediately following a P-signal, while the induction for (1) as well as 
the switching condition is immediate by inductive hypothesis for the preceding actions. 
If there is a non-initial C-block which belongs to, say, A, then its first action satisfies 
(2) by inductive hypothesis for the preceding action (which is in A), from which (2) 
follows as far as we are in the C-block. When we switch out of C, by induction on 
(2) we can only go to A, so (3) now holds. Then inductively (1) and the switching 
condition hold for later actions by combining the inductive hypotheses on (1), (2) and 
(3). (ii) is proved similarly. [] 
A. 17. Discussions. We conclude this appendix with discussions on the strategies which 
constitute the bottom map in cg~//-. While a natural idea would be that tr E A-A ~ 8 
implies tr being insensitive, this is actually not the case, as was already mentioned 
after Proposition 4.2. The following gives a counterexample. 
Fact. Let tr : 1--~nat ~ 1 be the followin9 strategy: after the unique initial signal at 
the domain, it asks at 1 in the domain, and iff the Opponent answers by 1, it again 
questions at 1 in the domain (else it has no action), and iff the Opponent answers 
by 2, it answers by the unique initial siynal at 1 of the co-domain (else it has no 
action), then no more action is possible. Then a ~ Z. 
Proof. Notice no innocent strategy z : 1 ~ l~nat  would answer differently for the 
two questions at 1 in the co-domain, since the P-view for z is the same. So z; tr = l 
always, that is, by the last statement of Proposition 4.2(ii), z ~ z ,  as required. [] 
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We note that we can avoid this situation by changing the notion of strategy in the 
following way: in Definition 2.9, we change the contingency completeness by 
(Contingency completeness) I f  s c a is empty or it ends with a P-action, then if 
s' ae-fsx is legal and, moreover, for each odd-length prefix s'y of s, LS'j = LSj 
implies LSty j  = LSXj, then sx E a. 
The extra condition, written in italics above, says that a strategy does not expect the 
possibility that Opponent is not innocent. The resulting universe has exactly the same 
algebraic properties, including the intensional full abstraction (indeed the extensional 
universe is isomorphic), except that such strategies as a in the above Fact disappear, 
A 
i.e. we now have cr E _L in cg~ iff cr is insensitive. In many senses this is a "cleaner" 
universe, but we preferred the present formulation due to its simplicity and, in particu- 
lar, conformance to the original definition by Hyland and Ong. One may also observe 
that, if we (further) identify all insensitive strategies, 0 now becomes (intensionally) 
the zero object: it is notable that in this setting the intensional universe becomes alge- 
braically compact in the sense of [21] with respect o CPO functors, even though such 
revision may not be natural from an operational viewpoint. 
Appendix B. Process representation of strategies 
As we observed in Section 2 (before Lemma 2.11 ), strategies and composition in 
cg~-  can be precisely captured by their process representation together with the stan- 
dard notion of process composition. We also note that the present work itself has 
arisen from our study on the relationship between strategies in game semantics and 
name passing processes, cf. [25]. Among others we can use the process representation 
as a succinct and clear way to describe strategies and their composition. In the follow- 
ing we give a brief review of such a representation, which is then used to describe and 
reason about conspicuous trategies which appear in the main sections. The reasoning 
can be considered as a way of describing composition of actions in a concise and 
precise way. The full discussions on the process representation of games and its appli- 
cations will be found elsewhere: we only discuss basic technical constructions needed 
for our present purpose. 
The basic idea of process-based description of  strategies is to consider each prearena 
as a sorting in the sense of [38], assign a n-calculus to each action in an action sequence 
(with justification represented by binding), so that, in effect, a strategy becomes a name 
passing synchronisation tree or, essentially equivalently, a term in the n-calculus. There 
are a few ways of formulating the idea. In the following we use what may be most 
concise to present. 
In this appendix, we write S,S' . . . .  to denote sorts to clearly distinguish sorts in 
prearenas and names as used in the labels of n-calculus. 
B.1. Names, sorting and labels. (i) Let .A p denote a proper class of names, ranged 
over by a,b,c, . . . .  Fix two arenas, say A and B. Then its cgM~/'-sorting 5, or simply 
its sorting from now on, is an assignment of mutually disjoint sets of names to the 
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sorts of the pre-arena A ® B such that (1) a countable set of names is assigned to each 
non-initial sort, and (2) a singleton name is assigned to each initial sort. We write 
a : S when a is assigned to a sort S. 
(ii) Fix a sorting. Then the set of  action labels, or often simply labels, ranged over 
by 1, F . . . . .  are those data of  the form 
• bo({bs}scl) (input) and 
• bo({bs}s~l) (output), 
where if b0 : So then I = {S I So ~ S}, bs : S for each S, and bs ~ bs, if S ~ S p. Labels 
are collectively written b~({bs}). In l = b~({bs}) and sub(l) = b0. A label sequence 
lo... l, has a binding relation where names in (-) act as binders. If an object of  li 
binds the subject of another label lj, we say li binds lj by abuse of terminology. We 
only deal with label sequences whose binders are all distinct. The a-equality, denoted 
-~,  between such sequences is defined in the standard way. 
Notice we extend the usual labels in the u-calculus so that they carry an arbitrary 
family of names rather than a sequence of names. Thus, for example, an action sequence 
from nat to nat is represented by a2 .b3, by which we denote a reaction of a successor 
function to the input 2. Following the notation of CCS [35], we sometimes write such 
a transition as e.g. a(2).b(3) in concrete examples. 
Below we remember we are using S, S p .. . .  for sorts, instead of x,x' ..... 
B.2. Definition and Proposition. Fix 5. A label sequence lo... In represents an action 
sequence So...S, from A to B when, for each O<~i<<.n: (i) sub(l)  : Si, (ii) Si is 
O-action (resp. P -action) iff li is input (resp. output). (iii) I f  Si is initial, sub(S/) 
is free in the label sequence; if not, then if Sj c-~ Si then lj binds l i. Then for each 
action sequence s, the label sequence which represents  is determined uniquely up to 
a-equality. 
Remark. In the terminology of  [11, 51], we are using the object dependency to repre- 
sent the justification relation. 
The following conventions are indispensable for clarity of expressions. 
B.3. Convention. (i) Hereafter we identify two s-convertible label sequences when 
discussing the representation. 
(ii) To make the presentation simple, we hereafter assume there is a linear order 
on the siblings of  each sort in an arena, so that we can write, say, a(blb2) instead 
of a({bs}) (this is used only when we give concrete examples). As here, we often 
assume the number of  siblings of  a sort is finite. I f  in particular the name sequence is 
null, we often omit it. 
We give a simple example of  the representation of action sequences below. 
B.4. Example. Consider a sorting for (nat--~nat) -+ nat, in which we assign a to the 
initial sort of  nat~nat  and bi (i E o9) to the initial sorts of nat. then 
I - - t  I f  f !  - -  a(a ).a3(a ).a 6 .b7, 
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which is alpha-convertible to (hence identified with) 
a(c).c3(c').ct6 .-b7, 
represents an action sequence 
SoS~ S:S3, 
where So c-~ Si and $1 c-', $2, such that $1 = 3, $2 = 6', and $3 = 7", where we are 
distinguishing elements of three copies of 09 by superscripts (this sequence is in the 
strategy in Example 2.10(iv)). Notice how binding and justification correspond to each 
other. As we noted before, we may also write the same label sequence as 
a(a').d (3)(a").a" (6).b(7), 
which may be notationally more intelligible. 
Given the process representation f action sequences, the process representation f a 
strategy may be given as a prefix closed set of label sequences with precisely the same 
conditions as in Definition 2.9 (taking _--, as the equality). Just as any prefix closed set 
of sequences induce a tree, this prefix-closed set can be viewed as a synchronisation 
tree in the sense of [35, 54, 56], by which we can define the composition of strategies 
in the standard way in process theory. This is the primary presentation we shall use, 
which we define as follows. 
B.5. Strategies. Fix a sorting of some prearena from A to B and let a : A --+ B. Then 
the synchronisation tree representation of a strategy a is a tree (i.e. an acyclic directed 
connected simple graph), say P, whose edges are labelled by action labels such that: 
(1) the set of all label sequences each traced from the root, denoted ] P I, are precisely 
the set of all label sequences representing the action sequences in a modulo 7, and (2) 
for each n, if ll..ln (O<~n) is a label sequence from the root and In goes into a node, 
say, q, then the set of outgoing edges from q one-one correspond to, and are labelled 
by, the set {/'[ ll..l,F E PPI }, where label sequences are considered modulo ~.  
Identifying alpha-equal label sequences, such a tree is determined uniquely. As the 
shape of the resulting tree, we observe that, counting the root node as the depth 0, 
each node of even depth has one and only one outgoing edge, which is always an 
output, while from each odd-depth node only input actions are done. 
We may write down such a synchronisation tree as 
an(efg).Pn(efg), 
nEoJ 
where ~ denotes the branching (the sum with the root nodes adjoined) and P,(efg) 
denote a tree in which names e, f and g occur freely. The composition of strategies 
are then carried out by the standard expansion law of name passing processes [39], 
using the hiding operator induced by new name passing and with a modification that 
complementary labels vanish, rather than becoming r. The last point corresponds to 
the equation ~.P ~ P, the equation always valid in any weak bisimilarity. The rules 
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can be written, assuming appropriate a-conversion, as follows. Below and hereafter P, 
Q, R ....  range over subtrees of synchronisation trees representing strategies, which we 
simply call processes from now on. 0 denotes the synchronisation tree of depth 0. 
B.6. Composition. We write bn(l) for the set of names in l which is not its subject. 
(i) (Hiding) Given a process P and a set of names ~, we define (v~)P by the 
following recursion: 
(w)0 ~ 0, 
(V~ 1 )(Vg2)pde:f(VOq U ~2)P, 
(voOl.p~ { 0 if fn(l) c ~, 
1.(vo~\bn(l))P if else, 
(w)~ l .P~ ~(w) 1.P. 
(ii) (Parallel composition) Given two processes P ~f ~ili.Pi and Q ~f ~/l~. Q j, we 
define 
P IQ = ~ (v bn(li))(PilQj) + ~ l i . (P i lQ)  + ~ 15.(PIQj). 
l i -i~ j i j 
(iii) Finally given al : A --+ B and a2 : B + C, we consider the sorting for two concerned 
prearenas uch that their name assignments on sorts on B coincide, while those 
on A and C are disjoint. Let fl be the set of names used for the initial sorts of 
B. Let P1 and P2 be the resulting process representations. Then we define 
p1;p  2 d_ef (•fl)(P1 IP2). 
B.7. Proposition. With al,2 and P1,2 as above, Pl;P2 represents al;a2 under the 
sorting which is the union of the original two sortings. 
This holds essentially because of the switching condition f strategies. We omit the 
proof. For convenience we use further conventions listed in the following. 
B.8. Conventions. (i) (Notation for O-question) Unlike P-actions and answers, 
O-questions may be repeated arbitrarily many times at the discretion of the environ- 
ment. To represent this situation textually, we use the following notation. 
!lI.12.P or !~P ,  
i 
where Ii is an O-question and each Pi starts with an O-question.The notation should be 
read as denoting a process which is ready to do a marked input action (an O-question) 
whenever the action becomes legal; in other words when the present interaction is 
being done below or is at the same level as that question and it is the turn of Opponent 
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(notice the notion is different from !P in n-calculus). The algebraic properties of such 
expressions may not be simple to analyse: however in the present paper this never 
causes a problem. 
(ii) (Generic Arenas)  For simplicity, we often regard that each involved type has 
only one initial sort. For such types A and B, a strategy a : A --+ B needs free names 
only for its two initial sorts, so that we often write ~r a6 for such a representation (which 
is unique up to a-conversion). Thus when we compose a and r, we can consider the 
process composition of, say, a ~b and rbc, resulting in (a; r)ac. We extend this notation 
to the case when the domain or the co-domain is a ground arena, such as nat, writing 
e.g. o -a'b or even aab, where we assume the domain is say nat whose initial sorts are 
assigned names {ai}i~o~. 
B.9. Copy-cat law. We end this brief introduction by touching one frequently occurring 
behaviour, the copy-cat strategies, whose formal definition for the case of identity is 
given in Example 2.10(v). The behaviour infinitely continues replication of dual actions, 
but its algebraic law is very simple. The copy-cat behaviours we deal with in the present 
paper are always essentially an identity, connecting one copy of say A to another copy 
of A. Since two copies are assigned distinct names, we can represent a copy-cat by 
specifying two families (here for simplicity sequences) of names, thus writing 
cc(a0.. .a,  ~ bo . . .bn).  
Here it should be the case that ai : Si where S/ is an Opponent sort while the corre- 
sponding S~ such that b i : Si t is a Player sort (since the copy-cat starts when Opponent 
does some action, which is then copied to another sort). Then we have the following 
laws for the copy-cat behaviour: 
P(ao . . .  an); cc(a0 ... an H bo. . .  bn) = P (bo . . .  bn). 
That is, the copy-cat acts as renaming. This corresponds to the fact that, by the copy- 
cat, the interactions done at a i become those at bi. We extensively use this law in the 
following. For a deeper study of copy-cat behaviours, see [18]. 
We now utilise process representation of strategies for description and reasoning. 
We notice each algebraic equation of processes precisely describes the deduction we 
may use when we reason in terms of action sequences and their composition: process 
composition makes such reasoning both clearer and simpler. 
B.10. Equations for Proposition 3.7 (Project ion and strength). (i) We present he 
involved strategies in process representation. First, the projection from A × B to A is 
simply 
ea def  . ~ 7~ 
7~ 1 = etalo) .~(d2) .cc(~2 ~ dl).  
n2 is simply the dual of the above. Notice clearly projections are total. We next depict 
the behaviour of (a, r). Assume 
a ca = c(?).-~(?t).P(d) : C~A and rob = c(~).~(~,).Q(i ,)  : C~B.  
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Then we define 
(a,T)ce : c - -+A × B def c(g).-~(gtb).(P(~);Q(b)). 
The copy-cat functions as renaming in this setting, so that we get 
( i f ,  • )ce ;  ~ela ~---- c(~).a(a2).P(d2) 
which is nothing but a ca. 
(ii) Strengths can be written down using process representation in the way: 
ere2 def ~ I - I I It - - I  ~ - - I I  ~l ~1 ~l ~!  
StAa 3 -~- el(ae 1).e2(ea).!e2(e 2 ).el (b).!b(b).e2 (a b ).cc(a b H ab) 
: A × TB--+ T(A ×B) 
with cc(6'b' ~--~ rib) being a copy-cat from d'b' to ~b. Here again we assumed that A 
and B have singleton unique initial sorts. Using this representation, we can mechan- 
ically verify that they satisfy the defining equations of strengths, cf. [42]. We show 
one example. Others are similar. We first notice that the isomorphisms witnessing as- 
sociativity and commutativity of products are essentially copy-cat strategies (as other 
isomorphisms are) and thus can be neglected. Assume 
id~' e2 clef ce(et ~ e2) = el (~al).~(~a2 ). ec(~a2 ~-~ el ), 
4_CIC2 de f t~ .  t - -  ' ! t It - - t  I ~ - - "  ~ '  ~' ~t  ~, S~B, c -- Cl~Uel).cz(ez). .ez(e 2 ).el (e) . .c (e) .e2 (b c ).cc(b c ~/~?). 
Then 
" l ' c lc2~ e f  ~ ~ ' - -  ~ ' ~ ' " I ~ - - t ,  ~ '~,  (id~ 'e2 × s~8,c,  = e(elbe l ) . f (e2ez) . (ee(e  2 H 01); !ez(e 2).~-'(c)..c(c).e2 (b c ). 
ee(b'~' ~ b~)). 
On the other hand, suppose 
def ~ , - -  ' l It - - I  , I  , I  ~ '  ~l - - , ,  ~l ~ '  ~l ~l ~ l  ~l 
stf,~ B× C) f (e2e2) .g (g  ). = !y (e 4 ).e2 (e 2 ).!e2(b c ) .e4(a b c ).ee(a b c ~ ~ib?). 
Note when two agents are composed, the pairs (f(e2e~),f(e2e~2)), (e2(e '  "),--'e2 (e 2'')), 
and (~"(b'?'),e~'(b'?')) are cancelled. So we have 
~chc2 ,tef . o~,fg (idA 'e2 x Or, B, C ! , OOA, (BxC ) = e(Yl[~e' 1 ).~(g').!g'(e'4').g('(c ). !c((). 
abe) 
eg which is ~-equal to stA×B,C, thus establishing its coherence with the associativity of 
products. [] 
B. 11. Equations for Proposition 3.8(iii) (Partial  exponential).  We first repeat he con- 
struction of partial exponential nd the evaluation map in the following. The scheme 
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follows those in the usual game semantics [4, 28], adapted to the call-by-value be- 
haviour. 
(i) For a :  C®A- - ,B ,  assume a has a form 
a el' ~f  e(cl ..Cnal ..am ) .P(b),  
where ci comes from C and ai comes from A. Then we form p2(a)  ~w : C~A~B 
as  
C( C l ..Cn ). ~(  w' ) . w' ( al ..anb ) .P( b ). 
(ii) Given A and B, ev ef : (A~B)  ®A --~B is given as 
e( wal ..an ). ~(  a ~l ..a~nb ) . ee(a~l ..dnb ~ al ..a, f ). 
Let us check the defining commutativity with the above a. We use the functionality 
of the copy-cat as renaming; cf. Appendix B.9. The construction of ® is easy because 
the transpose and identity are both total. 
(p2(a)  ® idA) In ; OV nn : (vm)( l (E~) .~(w~) . (w(~t 'b ) .P (b ) [cc (d  H a))  I ov m") 
: (vm)( l (~) .~(w~) .w(~b) .P (b ) lev  nn) 
: (vm)( l ( ?~) . -~(w6) .w(~b) .P (b ) lm(w~) .~(6"b)  
.cc(d'b ~ ~in)) 
= (vm)( l ( ?d) .P (b ){d ' /~} ]ee(d 'b  ~ ~n)) 
: l (6~).p(n)ae-fa,  
as required. For uniqueness, we reason by induction on the length of sequences from 
another possible candidate for a curried map, which is easy. [] 
B.12. Interpretation of constants. Below we give the interpretation of each constant, 
using a process representation for clarity. The generic strategy 7A for each type A, 
which is used to interpret he conditional, is also given at the end. Below we write 
a:A  for cr " 1---~A: 
~:N do£ 0 
fief.nat de__r e.7(n) 
s--Ouc-ef : nat ::> nat de f e .7(c ) . [  ~c(n) (c ' ) .P ' (n  + 1) 
ned3 
• ef  def 
zero, :nat ~ bool = e.-f(c). !(c(0)(c').bv(true) + ~c(n)(c').~(false)) 
n>0 
7]a. bool ®A ®A ~A aej e(true)(aqa~).~(~i).cc(d Ha] )  
+e(false)(a]a~).E(a).ce(6 H a~). 
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We observe that, if we are to have the conditional as a constant in PCFv, we can use 
condA : booI'---~A--~A---~A de_f p) . (p2(  p2(yA )))  
Notice also there is an obvious inverse translation. 
Appendix C. PCFv 
Assuming the reader is familiar with the language PCF and its call-by-value variant, 
cf. [23, 55, 53], we give a brief review of syntax and operational semantics we are 
working with in the present exposition. Our treatment is nearest o [23]. 
C.1. Syntax. Given an infinite set of  variables, ranged over by x ,y ,z  . . . . .  then the 
syntax of  the language is given as follows: 
M : :=x  I Ax~.M IMM [ cond L M,  M2 l l~x~B.M[c  
where c is a constant we introduce in Appendix C.2. 
C.2. Typing Rules. An environment is a list of pairs of a variable and a type, where 
all variables are distinct, ranged over by F, A , . . . .  Then the typing rules of  PCFv is 
given as follows: 
c is a constant of  type ~ F ,x  : a~,M : fl 
F ,x  : 5, F t C> x : c¢ 
FE>C : O~ 
F t, M : c~ ~ fl F t> N : ~ 
F ~ MN : fl 
F ,x  : a =~ fl ~ M : a =~ fl
F ~ px .M : a =~ fl 
F t, 2xC'.M : a =* fl 
F t> L : o F t> M : o~ F t> N : o~ 
F > cond L M N : o~ 
As a set of  constants, we assume: n : t for each numeral n, Q : ~ for each type c¢, 
succ : ~ ~ t, and zero? : t ~ o. 5 Terms of the form t>M : ~ is called a closed term. 
Values are either natural numbers, abstraction, boolean values, or function constants. 
We often write V, U,... for values. One may also include variables into values, but no 
difference in semantics comes about as far as closed terms go. 
C.3. Evaluation relation. In the style of  natural semantics, we define an evaluation 
relation ~ as follows (we omit the environment and type assignment below): 
M ~ 2x.Mo N ~ V Mo{V/x} ,U, U M{#x.M/x}  ,D, V 
V,O, V 
MN ~, U #x.M,U, V 
5 The conditional can be taken as a constant for each type. No essential difference comes about, see 
Appendix B. 12 for respective interpretations. Similarly for the introduction f (call-by-value) Y-combinators 
instead of recursion, cf. [53]. 
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M ~n M J~O M ~n+ l 
succ M ~ n + 1 zero?M ~ true zero?M ~ false 
L ~ true Ml ~L V L ~L false M2 ~ U 
cond L Ml M2 ~ V cond L MI M2 J~ U 
C.4. Remark. I f  we assume constants for conditionals for all PCF-types, then for each 
such cond~ : o => (c~ =~ (c( =~ c~)) we have the evaluation rules: L ~ true~cond'~L ~.
2x~.2y~.x and L .LL fa lse=~¢ond~ L ~ 2x~.2y~.y. Notice that we can translate 
I cond L M N : ~ as ( ( (eond,~ L)(2z'.M))(2z'.N))O with z fresh, and cond'~ as 
2z°.x~.y~.cond z xy. It is easy to check that these translations preserve and reflect 
the observability. 
C.5. Observational preorder. Finally, we define an observational preorder on closed 
terms by the following: M ~obs N iff, for any well-typed context of  a program type 
C[.], we have C[M] ~ n iff C[N] J~ n. We note that this is the same thing as considering 
convergence at all types, a situation quite different from the case of call-by-name 
evaluation. We also write ~obg for the induced equivalence. 
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